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1. Glossary of keywords and abbreviations 
 

AONB   Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty   

BASC   British Association for Shooting and Conservation 

BTO   British Trust for Ornithology  

DEFRA  Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs  

EU   European Union  

FCS   Forestry Commission Scotland  

GBP    British Pounds Sterling 

GWCT  Game and Wildlife Conservation Trust  

LMDP   Langholm Moor Demonstration Project  

MA   Moorland Association 

MoD    Ministry of Defence   

NE  Natural England   

NERF   Northern England Raptor Forum   

NPA   National Park Authority  

NT   National Trust  

PAWS   Partnership Against Wildlife Crime Scotland  

RSPB    The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds   

SLE   Scottish Land and Estates  

SNH   Scottish Natural Heritage  

SPA    Special Protection Area (Natura 2000) 

SRSG   Scottish Raptor Study Groups  

UK    United Kingdom 
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2. Executive summary  
 

The Hen Harrier LIFE project aimed to improve our understanding of the movements of hen 

harriers (Circus cyaneus) and the intensity and nature of their persecution in northern England 

and southern and eastern Scotland, and to use this understanding to enhance the protection of 

both nests and winter roost sites, while raising awareness of and generating support for hen 

harrier conservation amongst the wider public, local communities, and land managers, ensuring 

that habitat availability does not limit hen harrier recovery.  

Overall, the project was hugely successful and vastly exceeded initial expectations. We fitted 

satellite tags to 117 hen harriers, due to establishment of excellent working relationships with 

local landowners and raptor workers, and the hard work of volunteers and staff, vastly 

exceeding initial plans to tag only 24 birds. We surpassed our targets for community 

engagement work, whilst remaining 50% under budget, reaching over 13,000 people at 

community events and talks, and in schools and colleges. We also published over 50 press 

releases. The high press and public interest has continued throughout the project, and allowed 

us to reach a much larger audience than was originally anticipated. 

The additional funds secured by the Project Manager during the course of the project enabled 

the team to add value to the project, beyond what was originally anticipated. The large number 

of birds tagged, making it the largest satellite tagging study of hen harriers in Europe to date, 

has allowed the team to carry out scientific analysis of the satellite tagging data, with the aim of 

publishing around 3 scientific papers over the next few years. We also produced a short podcast 

series that summarise the projects findings, and hosted an end of project celebratory and 

awareness raising event. 

In addition to these achievements, we protected over 100 hen harrier nests from 2015-2019, we 

also monitored historical roost sites and the tag data revealed over 150 new roost sites, some of 

which we were then able to monitor or to coordinate monitoring by volunteer raptor workers. 

We identified a proportion of birds that were illegally killed and catalogued 328 bird crime 

incidents. Alongside this, the hen harrier population survey carried out in 2016 revealed a 

significant decline in hen harriers by 24% between 2004 and 2016. 

In terms of project delivery, we encountered relatively few problems, and certainly nothing that 

couldn’t be overcome. Employing a highly trained project manager supported by a team of 

experienced staff across a range of key disciplines was a recipe for resounding success in the 

face of addressing one of the most contentious conservation issues in the UK: human wildlife 

conflict in our uplands. We were also able to support a growing team of stakeholders working 

in partnership with landowners and managers, other conservation organisations, the police and 

volunteer raptor workers. We also expanded on the original geographical scope of the project, 

in line with the data received from the birds’ tags, which showed they could travel up to 

1550km and they regularly travelled across the four UK countries (Scotland, England, Wales, 
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and Northern Ireland) and beyond (including Ireland, Isle of Man, France, Spain and Portugal). 

The international cooperation and strength of support for hen harriers has been truly 

overwhelming. 

The key difficulty we addressed is the continued ongoing illegal killing of a declining species 

across the UK. This made the project a difficult challenge, but the continued tracking, loss and 

resulting publicity and increasingly coordinated police response to dealing with incidents of 

wildlife crime has been heartening and has shone a bright light on the level of persecution of 

this species, mobilising public support for change. 

Project deliverables, particularly our communication materials, such as our layman’s report, 

outreach materials, press releases, online digital channels such as the website, social media and 

blog, teacher resource pack and Bird Crime publications were all coordinated through the 

project communications schedule to ensure we made the biggest impact and had a range of 

items to communicate key messages to a range of audiences. We had hoped to produce a short 

video to summarise the project’s key findings, however difficulty in coordinating a freelance 

contractor to attend nest visits at short notice, alongside the licensing paperwork that is 

required to do so at a time when the project team are already working extended hours meant 

that weren’t able to capture the footage we had hoped for. We had hoped to use the video at the 

end of project event that we held in Edinburgh in November 2019 to raise awareness with MSPs 

and thank stakeholders, however it was replaced with a presentation of still images of the 

project activities during a presentation to showcase the project findings. 

The high quality technical and financial management of the project meant that the LIFE-funded 

phase of the RSPB’s hen harrier protection work ended with a surplus of around £90,000, which 

will pay for ongoing monitoring of satellite tags fitted to birds during the course of the LIFE 

project, as well as purchasing 5 additional satellite tags to be fitted in 2020, and staff time for the 

tag data to be fully analysed. As we move into 2020, nest protection and monitoring has now 

been built into our ‘business as usual’ activities, and early indications suggest good numbers of 

potential hen harrier nests in England and Scotland. The impact of the public lockdown 

guidance on prevalence of wildlife crime remains to be seen. With less eyes and ears in our 

countryside watching out for these birds, they remain vulnerable. The 2020 season has 

continued as planned, with tags being fitted in England, Scotland and Wales, should sufficient 

suitable nests be found. Initial reports suggest that wildlife crime has increased during 

lockdown, and nesting birds are particularly vulnerable, as they must remain in the same place 

for long periods of time whilst incubating eggs, then feeding young. 
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3. Introduction 

3.1 Background 

Hen harriers are one of the most persecuted birds of prey in the British Isles. The population is 

declining and according to the most recent survey of the Hen Harrier population, carried out 

under Action D4 of this project in 2016, stands at just 575 pairs. Estimates based on habitat and 

food availability suggest there is the potential for a population of around 2,650 pairs.  

The RSPB’s Hen Harrier LIFE project aimed to provide the conditions in which the hen harrier’s 

population and range could recover, particularly in areas where the species was most 

threatened. In the British Isles, hen harriers nest and roost in heather on open, upland moors. 

They feed on small mammals and birds such as meadow pipits, voles and occasionally young 

grouse. Many upland areas are managed for grouse shooting. This requires high numbers of 

grouse, which leads to human-wildlife conflict through legal and illegal control of predator 

populations. 

A growing body of scientific evidence shows illegal killing associated with management of 

moorlands to intensively rear high numbers of grouse for driven grouse shooting is the main 

factor limiting the recovery of hen harrier populations across the UK. Most driven grouse 

shooting occurs in northern England and southern and eastern Scotland, so this project focused 

on seven Special Protection Areas (SPAs) within this region: Bowland Fells, North Pennine 

Moors, Glen App and Galloway Moors, Muirkirk and North Lowther Uplands, Langholm-

Newcastleton Hills, Forest of Clunie and Glen Tanar. These sites were all designated during the 

creation of the Natura 2000 network, to be managed in such a way as to be suitable for breeding 

hen harriers. At the time, 98 pairs of hen harriers were found across all seven sites, though the 

population was already declining at this stage so this number does not represent the full 

capacity of the habitat. By 2016, the total number of birds found in these SPAs declined by 86% 

to just 14 pairs. This is part of the national decline across the British Isles, leaving populations 

heading towards local extinction.  

To address these issues, this project combined a range of activities as follows. 

1. Tracking hen harriers using tags to follow the birds’ journeys across the country 

The project team tagged and monitored 117 individual hen harriers from England, Scotland, 

Wales and the Isle of Man. Days before the hen harrier chicks fledged from their nests, they 

were fitted with tags so we could follow their movements. 

We employed highly experienced taggers, operating under an annual project licence issued by 

the British Trust for Ornithology. We helped in the development and sharing of best practice for 

the tagging of this species. We shared data with tag manufacturers about performance in the 

field. 
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The tracking data was recorded on a daily basis to allow us to see the birds’ movements, habitat 

use, roost sites and nest locations. It revealed the amazing journeys taken by some of the birds 

across the UK and continental Europe, and showed us the circumstances in which they were 

dying. 

2. Protection and monitoring of birds at nest and roost sites 

We worked with local raptor workers from the Northern England Raptor Forum and Scottish 

Raptor Study Groups to share knowledge of both new and historical sites found through field 

observations. The public were encouraged to report sightings of hen harriers to the Hen Harrier 

Hotline, which were followed up by members of the project team.  

Data from the tags enabled us to see where and when tagged birds were settling, allowing us to 

locate additional sites. These activities enabled us to focus our protection efforts on birds in the 

most vulnerable locations, working alongside raptor workers to provide 24 hour protection 

where required. We found that monitoring of hen harriers can be an important deterrent to 

those who wish to harm the birds, their eggs or destroy their nest or roost sites. Protecting 

young birds at the nest gives them the best chance of fledging success. 

3. Recording illegal killing of a protected declining species 

We gathered data on incidences of bird crime and encouraged the public to report any 

suspected incidents. We monitored nesting success and recorded reasons for failures. We 

monitored the tagged birds and conducted ground searches to recover as many dead birds as 

possible. Where birds died naturally, we were usually able to locate their remains and send 

them for post mortem examination by a veterinarian to investigate cause of death. 

Where birds were suspected to have been illegally killed, we liaised closely with the police and 

National Wildlife Crime Unit to ensure they had the necessary information for an appropriate 

follow-up, and subsequent publicity was routinely discussed. Each year we published a Bird 

Crime report to catalogue the number and type of persecution incidents detected. 

4. Raising awareness of hen harriers amongst landowners and local communities. 

We delivered workshops and assemblies in primary and secondary schools in the seven SPAs in 

England and Scotland. We also delivered talks to local community groups in these areas such as 

Women’s Institutes, Rotary Clubs and local nature groups. With each group we discussed the 

importance of the upland landscape, the ecology of the hen harrier and the problems they face. 

We facilitated discussion sessions with gamekeeping, animal and countryside management 

students at land-based colleges across the UK, encouraging them to think critically about 

human-wildlife conflict. We discussed how they could manage land in a sustainable way in the 

future. 
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We published press releases highlighting interesting stories during the course of the project, to 

keep hen harriers in the public consciousness. Project team members were interviewed for news 

bulletins, wildlife and countryside programmes to raise awareness of the prevalence of bird 

crimes and shared good news stories when our birds travelled to unexpected locations or had 

good breeding success. 

We regularly updated our project website with tracking maps to show where tagged hen 

harriers were travelling, allowing the public to follow their journeys. We used the ‘RSPB 

Skydancer’ blog and Twitter to promote and share stories. We installed interpretation panels on 

reserves, and spoke about the project at national events including Hen Harrier Day and Bird 

Fair. 

5. Managing habitats and building effective partnerships with landowners 

As well as managing our reserves, we worked with landowners including United Utilities, the 

National Trust and smaller private landowners and agents to manage and conserve habitat that 

would be suitable for hen harriers. We provided guidance and assistance in land management 

practices, sharing best practice for maintaining high quality habitat. 

Throughout the project, we developed positive relationships, and where hen harriers nested we 

were able to fit tags to the young birds. This allowed us to track nearly five times as many hen 

harriers as was originally envisaged. Supportive partnerships also meant more people on the 

hills protecting hen harriers. 

3.2  Amendments and deviations 

It became clear in 2018 that the scheduled end date of the project of 30/06/2019 was right in the 

middle of the hen harrier breeding season with chicks hatching on the nests between May and 

July. If project delivery stopped in June, we would have withdrawn vital protection for hen 

harriers when the chicks were most vulnerable as we would lose project staff involved in nest 

protection. Therefore, the Project Manager and Finance Manager worked with our external 

monitor and submitted a project prolongation request to the European Commission.  

We were grateful that the project prolongation was successfully granted and it was agreed that 

we could extend the end date of our project to 31/12/2019, with no change to the original 

budget, aims or objectives of the project. The deadlines for project deliverables and milestones 

were revised accordingly, and we provided an additional progress report in January 2019 to 

cover the delivery period from 01/01/2018 to 31/12/2018 to ensure that we did not exceed the 

maximum period of 18 months between reports. 

 

The prolongation also allowed us to ensure the outcomes of the final hen harrier breeding 

season in 2019 were fully reflected in the project documents, such as the annual reports, end-of-

project report, peer-reviewed publications and afterLIFE conservation plan. 
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4. Administrative Part 
 

Any changes to core project staff were handled smoothly and efficiently to ensure continuity of 

delivery, overseen by the Project Manager. Changes since the last reporting period are 

highlighted below:  

 

• Jack Ashton Booth joined the project on 16/04/2018 as Assistant Investigations Officer in 

northern England. 

• Thomas Grose joined on a short-term summer contract as an additional Assistant 

Investigations Officer from 16/04/2018 to 14/09/2018, again from over the summer of 2019 

to support with hen harrier nest monitoring and protection actions in northern England. 

• Following Aimée Nicholson’s departure in December 2017, Roisin Beck Taylor was hired 

as Community Engagement Officer, in August 2018 and remained with the project until 

December 2019.  

• Catherine Cumming left her post as in Scotland on 06/09/2018. We recruited an existing 

part-time staff member to work one day a week on the Hen Harrier LIFE project as 

Community Engagement Officer to ensure we met commitments for talks, workshops and 

events. Tremaine Bilham started on 01/10/2018. 

• Following Tremaine’s departure, we still had some money left in our engagement budget, 

and due to the high reporting load at the end of the project, running in tandem with the 

close down processes for the project, to ensure we had sufficient support, we then 

advertised externally for a Project Officer role. Following the end of the Community 

Engagement programme, it became clear that Roisin Beck Taylor’s workload was more 

appropriate to the Project Officer role description, and Roisin successfully passed an 

interview to move into this role. We then also appointed Ashleigh Atkinson as the second 

Project Officer, from September 2019 to January 2020. 

• All staff were contracted until the end of project delivery. The two Assistant 

Investigations Officers were contracted until 31/10/2019 to assist with nest protection, 

monitoring and tagging and retrieval of dead birds following fledging. The two 

Community Engagement Officers, who then became Project Officers, were contracted 

until 31/12/2019 to assist with the final project communications including the Layman’s 

report, advocacy events with the Scottish and UK parliaments and final project report. 

The Project Manager was contracted until 31/03/2020 using funds outside the project. 

The Project Manager coordinated regular meetings during the final reporting period. As 

meetings were listed in previous reports up to 31/12/2018, we have only provided dates of 

meetings held after that date to save on duplication. The Project Board, which had strategic 

oversight and accountability, met regularly throughout the project (in 2019 the board met on 

13/02/2019, 16/05/2019, 01/08/2019, 06/11/2019), with the final meeting on 04/03/2020. The full 

Project Team, which is representative of those responsible for the delivery of project actions, 

met three times in 2019 (06/03/2019, 05/06/2019 and 23/10/2019). The Technical Subgroup met 12 

times (once a month) during the reporting period and these meetings continued on a monthly 

basis into 2020 to coordinate the afterlife project activity, particularly the satellite tagging of 
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birds in the summer of 2020. The Communications subgroup met five times and a meeting for 

tagging preparation for the 2019 breeding season was held on 07/03/2019. 

The Project Manager attended external meetings to represent and raise awareness of the project 

and present an update, including the Heads up for Harriers project meetings (01/11/2019 and 

27/03/2020), Scottish Raptor Study Group conference (29/02/2020), Northumberland Hen 

Harrier Protection Partnership meeting (15/04/2019 and 25/11/2019), Northern England Raptor 

Forum indoor meeting and conference (14/09/2019, 23/11/2019), BAWC Hen Harrier day on 

11/08/2019, and the RSPB’s AGM (26/10/2019). On 20-22/03/2019 the Project Manager attended 

the first international Hen Harrier and Short-eared Owl meeting and gave a talk about the 

project. It became clear here that hen harrier populations are declining across Europe, though it 

is only in the UK that the reasons for the decline are well understood. 

The Project Manager and members of the project team also supported two events organised by 

the Raptor Persecution Priority Delivery Group – an Investigation workshop for the police on 

Satellite Tagging Awareness Training held on 11/06/2019 and the launch event for Operation 

Owl in 2019, which aims to increase public awareness of bird of prey persecution and to seek 

support in tackling it head on, held in North Yorkshire on 22/09/2019. The Project Manager also 

presented the findings of the project to the Raptor Persecution Priority Delivery Group on 

02/03/2020, whose members include DERA, Countryside Alliance, RSPB, National Wildlife 

Crime Unit, Northern Regional Wildlife Crime Enforcement Group, Welsh Government, 

Natural England, Northern England Raptor Forum,  Country Landowners and Business 

Association, Moorland Association, North Pennines AONB, Birders Against Wildlife Crime, 

Yorkshire Dales National Park, British Association for Shooting and Conservation, Royal 

Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals and The Wildlife Trust. The Project Manager also 

gave a talk on the project at Bird Fair, which ran from 16-18/08/2019, as well as being present on 

the RSPB stand to speak to the attendees, alongside one of the Community Engagement 

Officers.  

The project team hosted a reception in Holyrood, Edinburgh on 20/11/2019 where we presented 

the project findings to Members of the Scottish Parliament, with a representative of every 

political party present, as well as other stakeholders and project partners including members of 

the Raptor Study Groups, representatives of Revive, the police, landowners and managers and 

scientists. We provided hard copies of the end of project report to all attendees, and for any 

external meetings listed above that occurred after 20/11/2019, the project manager took copies of 

the layperson’s report to distribute more widely. On 03/12/2019, the project manager recorded a 

podcast with LUSH, who provided funding for the satellite tags, to talk about the key findings 

of the project as outlined in the layperson’s report. 

The Project Manager and Finance Team maintain regular contact with the Project Monitor, most 

recently to discuss the progress of the project, plans for closing it down and the final report. We 

were pleased to host John Houston, our monitor, on a project visit on 28/11/2019.  
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The focus of the final year for the project team was to continue to foster positive relationships 

and as the year progressed, there was an increasing focus on handover of any relationships held 

solely or in the main by the project team to core RSPB staff, so there would be continuity in 

relationships. This included the external stakeholders as listed above and Hen Harriers in 

Protected Landscapes, Northumberland Hen Harrier Protection Partnership, Langholm Moor 

Demonstration project, the Heads Up for Harriers project, the Partnership Against Wildlife 

Crime in both England and Scotland and the Raptor Persecution Priority Delivery Group. 

During the breeding season there were regular weekly phone meetings between RSPB, NE, 

NERF and RP PDG to coordinate nest monitoring and protection, which then dropped to 

monthly over the winter period to discuss progress of tagged hen harriers.  

Relationships with the Northern England Raptor Forum and Scottish Raptor Study Group 

continue to be positive, and these groups provide an invaluable contribution, through their 

local knowledge and the dedication of their members to monitoring and protecting hen harriers, 

and assisting project staff. By the end of the LIFE project, SRSG members had contributed over 

30,000 of hen harrier monitoring, while NERF members contributed over 15,000 hours and 

travelled over 153,000 miles. All of this was done at their own cost and in their own time, and 

gives just a small inkling as to their dedication to hen harrier protection. 

4.1 Project management structure 

The overall Project Management Structure and staff roles contributing to the project is indicated 

in Figure 1 below.  

4.2 Reports delivered during the course of the project 

Including the Final Report we have delivered six reports to the European Commission: 

1. Project inception report submitted in March 2015  

2. Project midterm report submitted in November 2016 

3. Project progress report submitted in March 2018 

4. Project prolongation request submitted in December 2018 

5. Second project progress report submitted in March 2019 

6. Final Report submitted in July 2020 

4.3 Project prolongation 

The Commission approved the extension of the project from 30/06/2019 to 31/12/2019 to extend 

the satellite tagging work, whilst continuing to work within the original budget, and with the 

same project aims and objectives.  
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Figure 1: Organogramme of the Hen Harrier LIFE project, showing the project management 

structure 
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5. Technical analysis of progress and impacts  

5.1 Technical progress in terms of expected results 

 

The overall aim of the project was to provide the conditions in which hen harrier range and 

population recovery can occur in the longer term. This recovery will probably take at least 10 

years to become fully established, even if there is a rapid and widespread reduction in 

persecution pressure as hoped (although we should note that hen harriers are likely to respond 

more rapidly to such a reduction than would larger raptors such as golden eagles Aquila 

chrysaetos). 

 

Within the timeframe of the project, therefore, the key priorities were to prevent the extinction 

of the hen harrier as a breeding species in northern England, and to arrest its decline in 

southern and eastern Scotland, as vital first steps towards recovery. 

 

Main expected results in form B1 

of the Grant Agreement 

Progress 

1. Suitable protection measures 

are deployed at all breeding sites 

in England and at least 75% of 

breeding sites in southern and 

eastern Scotland, including new 

sites identified during the 

project. 

 

ACHIEVED 

In England, the project team worked in partnership with 

staff at Natural England, the Areas of Outstanding Natural 

Beauty (AONBs) and National Parks, volunteer raptor 

workers in the Northern England Raptor Forum (NERF), 

other landowners and managers, to identify nest locations 

and coordinate protections measures. Nests were assessed 

for vulnerability to persecution and where the risks were 

high, we coordinated with local police Wildlife Crime 

Officers and deployed measure to monitor the nest 24/7 

where they were thought to be particularly vulnerable to 

persecution. Due to the small number of nests in England 

(see result 7 below), it was possible to protect all of them 

between us, and chicks were fitted with satellite tags to 

monitor their progress at every nest. 

 

In Scotland, there is a much larger population of hen 

harriers, with the 2016 survey recording 460 pairs, but there 

is also proportionally a lower risk of persecution. To aid 

with our nest protection work, we used a combination of 

reports from the public and local raptor workers, staff at the 

‘Heads up for Harriers’ project, and sites where we could 

see that tagged birds were nesting to identify nest sites and 

deploy protection measures where possible or required. 

Again, we were able to deploy measures to monitor the nest 
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24/7 where we felt the likelihood of persecution was higher. 

 

In total we protected over 100 nests of hen harriers. 

 

2. Important wintering sites 

within the project area are 

identified, and suitable 

protection measures are 

introduced at as many of these 

sites as possible. 

 

ACHIEVED 

We monitored historical roost sites throughout the project, 

and in later years, location data from the satellite tags 

enabled us to see where and when tagged birds were 

settling, allowing us to locate additional sites, so we also 

discovered over 150 new roost sites. Together with raptor 

workers and landowners we were able to monitor these 

roosts and protect the birds using them, with the 

contribution of over 15,000 volunteer hours from the 

Northern England Raptor Forum and over 30,000 hours 

from the Scottish Raptor Study Groups (SRSG). 

 

We were able to work with local land managers and owners 

to monitor and protect these sites, coordinating with local 

police wildlife crime officers where appropriate. 

 

3. Management work is carried 

out at two key sites in northern 

England to ensure that the rate of 

harrier recovery is not limited by 

the availability of good-quality 

habitat.  

 

ACHIEVED 

At RSPB Geltsdale and United Utilities land at Bowland, we 

advocated for good land management practices and 

demonstrated how moorland can be sustainably managed 

leading to increases in biodiversity generally, and therefore 

better habitat for hen harriers. 

 

As well as managing our reserves, we worked with 

landowners including the National Trust and smaller 

private landowners and agents to manage and conserve 

habitat that would be suitable for hen harriers. We 

provided guidance and assistance in land management 

practices, sharing best practice for maintaining high quality 

habitat. 

 

Throughout the project, we developed positive 

relationships, and where hen harriers nested we were able 

to fit tags to the young birds. This allowed us to track nearly 

five times as many hen harriers as was originally envisaged. 

Supportive partnerships also meant more people on the 

hills protecting hen harriers. 

4. A plan is created to maintain 

and extend harrier conservation 

work after the project. 

 

The RSPB are committed to continuing to conserve hen 

harriers, and have developed an afterLIFE plan for their 

protection. In summary, it will include the following 

activities: 
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ACHIEVED • Internal coordination of our hen harrier activities 

across departments 

• Monitoring tagged hen harrier and following up 

outcomes 

• Satellite tagging new hen harriers 

• Issuing press releases about our hen harrier activities 

• Advocacy with politicians to change legislation 

• Further analyses of satellite tag engineering data 

and/or population studies to better understanding of 

migration and interbreeding between birds from 

different countries 

• Attending public events 

• 2022 survey of hen harrier population 

• European Species Action Plan for Hen Harrier 

 

5. An assessment is carried out of 

the potential to apply novel 

technologies to other species 

protection projects. 

 

ACHIEVED 

We used the latest tagging technology to track the 

movements of hen harriers born during the project.  

 

In the main, we used satellite tags, which, as the name 

suggests communicate with a network of satellites that 

rotate around the earth to triangulate location data of the 

tag, and therefore the bird it is attached to. This project was 

the largest study of hen harrier dispersal, so gave the 

opportunity to provide data back to the tag manufacturers 

about performance in the field. 

 

We also trialled a small number of GSM tags. These tags 

work by transmitting data to phone masts using the mobile 

phone networks to determine the location of the tag. This 

method can be beneficial as it results in a much more  

accurate location being received from the tag, however in 

practice, due to the nature of hen harrier habitat use and 

their preference for remote upland areas, we determined 

that at this stage, there was not sufficient coverage of phone 

masts to get reliable, regular data from the GSM tags. 

Again, this field testing data was shared with the 

technology company that developed the tags, and we were 

able to confirm that satellite tags are currently the most 

reliable method for tracking hen harriers. 

 

We were also able to share these findings with others 

looking to purchase and fit tags to hen harriers, 

recommending the use of satellite tags and resulting in a 
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change in their methodology. 

6. Awareness of and empathy 

with hen harriers are 

significantly improved among 

key stakeholder groups, local 

communities and national 

audiences. 

 

ACHIEVED 

The success of the Hen Harrier LIFE project came from 

working in partnership with landowners and managers, 

conservation organisations, the police and volunteer raptor 

workers from the Northern England Raptor Forum and 

Scottish Raptor Study Groups (SRSG). We worked cross-

border to protect hen harriers across the UK and Europe. 

 

Throughout the project, we developed and maintained 

strong relationships with our hen harrier heroes - key 

people who helped this project flourish by protecting hen 

harriers. This included landowners and managers, 

volunteer raptor workers and all those involved in hen 

harrier nest and roost monitoring and protection, for 

example at the National Trust and National Trust for 

Scotland, Manx Birdlife, farmers in Wales and volunteers at 

a community-owned woodland in Scotland, and owners of 

private estates who regularly have nesting hen harriers on 

their land, Wildlife Crime Officers across the English police 

forces and Police Scotland who regularly deal with cases of 

‘missing’ suspected illegally killed hen harriers, the Police 

National Wildlife Crime Unit and members of the Raptor 

Persecution Priority Delivery Group, members of NERF and 

SRSG. We also engaged with the Irish and Northern Ireland 

Raptor Study Groups, who helped with monitoring of 

tagged birds when they were in Ireland. For these key 

stakeholder groups, we kept people informed with regular 

updates on tagged birds with which they were closely 

involved. This increased their knowledge of hen harriers, 

but also their personal connection to the birds, increasing 

empathy and awareness. 

 

We actively engaged over 13,000 people including members 

of the public, land owners and managers, the police, 

politicians, gamekeeping students, school children and local 

communities, within the SPAs and beyond. This was 

achieved through schools and college workshops, talks to 

community groups and informal conversations at public 

events across the UK. The project team delivered 118 school 

visits, 15 college visits, led 18 field trips, delivered 87 

community talks and attended 34 community events. 

 

We raised awareness of hen harriers through hundreds of 
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media appearances on local and national television and 

radio. The project appeared in hundreds of newspaper and 

magazine articles over the past five years. We worked with 

project partners and stakeholders to take a united stance. 

 

Through our project website 

(www.rspb.org.uk/henharrierlife ), the RSPB Skydancer 

blog and our @RSPB_Skydancer Twitter we have kept the 

online community updated on project developments and 

told the stories of our tagged birds. 

 

We carried out a community consultation of 328 people in 

communities where hen harrier were, or should be, found. 

We surveyed local business and people living in and 

visiting SPAs. 81% of those surveyed said they would 

prefer to have more hen harriers in their local area and felt 

this would have a positive impact in the UK. 

 

7. Between five and 15 pairs of 

hen harriers breed successfully in 

northern England in the final 

year of the project (compared 

with 12 in 2010 and one in 2012). 

 

ACHIEVED 

The general trend for breeding success in northern England 

is positive.  There are differences in individual years 

principally due to prey availability, weather, and 

persecution. Successful nest numbers in northern England 

are as follows: 

2014 – 4 nests, 16 chicks 

2015 – 6 nests, 18 chicks 

2016 – 3 nests, 7 chicks 

2017 – 3 nests, 10 chicks 

2018 – 9 nests, 34 chicks 

2019 – 12 nests, 41 chicks 

 

8. At least 35 pairs of hen harriers 

breed in southern and eastern 

Scotland in this year (compared 

with 35 in 2010). 

 

ACHIEVED 

Although there were more than 35 hen harrier nests in 

southern and eastern Scotland during the project, it is worth 

noting that there are increasingly lower numbers of nests on 

the SPAs at Langholm-Newcastleton hills, Glen App and 

Galloway Moors and Muirkirk and Lowther uplands, and 

out of the three, most of the nests are found at Langholm 

moor, with increasing numbers of hen harriers since grouse 

shooting stopped there. There are now more hen harriers 

nesting outside the SPAs than within them, suggesting that 

the designations are not working. 

 

9. The hen harrier’s breeding 

range in the UK is larger at the 

During the course of the project, we have monitored and 

protected over 100 hen harrier nests, and we’re pleased to 

http://www.rspb.org.uk/henharrierlife
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end of the project than at the 

beginning. 

In the longer term, the potential 

for population growth in the 

absence of persecution is very 

significant. Recent analyses 

published by the UK government 

indicate that enough suitable 

habitat exists to support more 

than 300 breeding pairs of hen 

harriers in England (compared to 

just one pair in 2012) and up to 

2,650 pairs in the whole of the 

UK (compared to 630 pairs in 

2010). 

 

ACHIEVED 

see that we’re not only getting increasing numbers of nests 

within counties with existing records, but also that we have 

found nests in additional counties. 

 

We found that the hen harrier’s breeding range has 

extended southwards in England, and for the past two 

years we have had a nest/ in Derbyshire, increasing 

numbers of nests in Bowland (increasing from 0 to 5) and 

increasing nest successes in North Yorkshire and Cumbria. 

 

We are wary that this is currently a short term trend – the 

hen harrier population significantly declined across the UK 

and Isle of Man by 24% between 2004 and 2016, with just 

575 pairs of birds remaining – and it will be interesting to 

see what the results of the 2022 hen harrier population 

survey show. 

 

However, in the meantime, the increasing publicity of hen 

harriers that are confirmed or suspected to have been 

illegally killed and resulting public outcry is putting 

additional pressure on those criminals that seek to 

persecute these birds. Certainly, the increased police 

involvement in preventing raptor persecution and resulting 

additional resource to investigate criminal matters seems to 

have had a positive effect in reducing crime. The project 

team have worked alongside the police to promote their 

‘Operation Owl’ campaign, to encourage the public to 

recognise, report and record any suspected wildlife crimes, 

resulting in more eyes and ears in the remote areas where 

the birds are persecuted. We hope that this increased 

enforcement will continue to drive down crime and help the 

hen harrier to continue to expand its range. 
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5.2 Technical progress, per Action 

Action A1: Develop a communications plan - ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: July 2014  Actual start date: November 2014 

Foreseen end date: Dec 2014  Actual end date: March 2020 

Foreseen cost: €12,215  Actual cost: €11,724 

The communications plan was first written in November 2014 and was intrinsically linked with 

other relevant regional and national communications plans within the RSPB. However, the plan 

required regular updating and the messages, audiences, governance and feedback mechanisms 

were reviewed regularly during the Communications subgroup meetings, as well as through ad 

hoc informal catch-ups, phone calls and emails as required to make best used of the 

opportunities provided through the rapidly developing nature of events surrounding hen 

harriers both within and out with the project. 

In later years, the Project Manager led the communication strategy, ensuring that project 

achievements and news were communicated in a timely and appropriate manner, reactive 

communications were coordinated across the four countries of the UK and we could be quick to 

react to any changes outside the scope of the LIFE project. There were regular meetings of the 

Communications subgroup, around 6 per year, and in total we issued over 50 press releases, 

over 100 blog posts, and over 1,000 tweets on the @RSPB_Skydancer account, which now has 

7,922 followers, all of which is also a vital part of Action E6. The specific deliverable for this 

action is the detailed communications plan, which was submitted in November 2014, and we 

met all our targets under Action E6 for ongoing media work. 

The afterLIFE plan includes a continuation of the communication plan for 2020-2022. 

 

Action A2: Attach satellite tags to hen harriers to inform concrete conservation actions and 

facilitate monitoring and engagement activities – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: April 2015  Actual start date: June 2015 

Foreseen end date: September 2016   Actual end date: July 2019 

Foreseen cost: €146,391   Actual cost: €296,787 

It was envisaged that we would fit 24 tags to hen harriers hatched in the core project areas, or 

likely to pass through it or winter within it, in northern England and southern and eastern 

Scotland. By the time the project ended we had fitted tags to 117 juvenile hen harriers, hatching 

in England, across Scotland including the islands, Wales and the Isle of Man. This work was led 

and coordinated by the Project Manager with a team of staff and contractors who were fully 

trained and licensed to fit tags to hen harriers across the UK. We were able to vastly widen the 

scope of this work due to careful budget management and obtaining additional funding from 
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LUSH and others, unexpected support and interest in the tagging programme and a dedicated 

team, such that this has become the largest study of hen harrier dispersal in the world. This 

work is incredibly difficult, in part due to the logistical challenges, not least because there are 

very small windows of time (a matter of 2-3 days) when a tag can viably be put onto a hen 

harrier chick, but also because the tag data has shown that hen harrier chicks have a very low 

survival rate, as evidenced in the table below.  

Of the 117 birds tagged between 2015 and 2019, only 15 are still alive at the time of writing, 

despite their natural life expectancy expected to be over 10 years. A huge number of birds are 

lost in suspicious circumstances, the victims of wildlife crime, and sadly no one has ever been 

held to account for any of the deaths of the birds tagged during the project. The larger study 

carried out under this action is currently being scientifically analysed, but the qualitative 

analysis shows hen harriers can travel huge distances, with one flying 1550 km from Scotland to 

Portugal. The tagged birds travelled within England, Scotland, Wales, Isle of Man, Northern 

Ireland, Republic of Ireland, France, Spain and Portugal. This shows the birds travel much 

further distances that was originally anticipated, and that there is free movement of individuals 

between the UK and continental Europe. Therefore, to truly protect the population, we need 

Europe-wide protection measures.  

The tag data continues to provide vital information about the lives and deaths of hen harriers, 

which also supports actions A3, C1, C2, D1, D2 and D3. At the time of writing, only 12% of the 

birds are still alive, illustrating the high numbers of hen harriers being lost after fledging the 

nest to all causes. We are currently carrying out scientific analysis to assess the cause of death of 

the birds, to categorise what proportion are considered or confirmed to have been illegally 

killed. 

Year Total number of birds tagged Birds alive as of June 2020 

2015 6 1 

2016 12 1 

2017 31 0 

2018 37 2 

2019 31 9 

Totals 117 14 

A list of all birds tagged 2015-2019 is provided in Annex 1a 

Action A3: Carry out field searches for nest and roost sites - ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: July 2014  Actual start date: October 2014 

Foreseen end date: Jun 2019  Actual end date: October 2019 

Foreseen cost: €6,250   Actual cost: €34,607 
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Volunteer raptor workers who are members of the Northern England Raptor Forum or the 

Scottish Raptor Study Groups searched for and monitored nest and roost sites throughout the 

course of the project. Each year they completed both summer breeding season reports and 

winter roost reports for every county or region that they monitor. We are also pleased to see 

again that NERF have continued with the northern England-wide focussed roost watch for hen 

harriers.  

There were no specific results outlined under this action, as it’s hard to know how many 

breeding attempts would occur or where the most important roost sites were found. However, 

we are confident that we have identified every nest site in England for hen harrier, which we 

have either monitored ourselves or partners at Natural England have monitored. It’s much 

harder to monitor at the same level for Scotland, because the Scottish population of hen harriers 

is currently estimated at around 460 pairs, relative to the 4 pairs estimated in England. On top 

of this, the remoteness of the Scottish sites makes them difficult to access, coupled with the 

lower population and therefore reduced likelihood of a member of the public reporting a nest or 

roost site. This activity is also vital contribution to our work under our conservation actions (C1-

C5) and monitoring actions (D1-D3). There were no specific deliverables for this action, but we 

carried out field searches throughout the course of the project, and liaised with raptor workers, 

volunteers, staff and other stakeholders to identify nest sites. 

As well as the raptor workers, the RSPB ran the Hen Harrier Hotline for England and we 

worked closed with SNH and the ‘Heads up for Harriers’ project who ran the Hen Harrier 

Hotline for Scotland. These hotlines were set up for the public to report any hen harrier 

sightings, and we shared the information recorded with Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH), 

Natural England (NE), or local raptor workers as appropriate to the area of the sighting. Over 

the five years, we received over 100 sightings from the public. As well as public information, in 

later years we were also able to coordinate the location data received from the satellite tags, to 

direct searches made by the raptor workers and the project team. This was particularly useful 

during the breeding season, as a bird remaining stationary at this time would indicate that it 

was sitting on a nest, and this data allowed us to reach around 3 or 4 nest sites earlier than we 

would have without the tag data.  

This action was initially centred on the seven Special Protection Areas that were designated for 

breeding hen harriers, but what has become clear over the last five years is that hen harrier 

breeding numbers on the SPAs has continued to decline, and in some years is completely 

lacking at all.  This suggests the ‘designation’ of an area as an SPA does not necessarily result in 

the desired effects for conservation of species. 
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Figure 2:  The seven SPAs that are the focus of the Hen Harrier LIFE project. The first figure in black text 

shows the number of pairs of hen harriers at that SPA when the sire was first designated for breeding hen 

harriers. The second number in purple text shows the number of pairs found at the site in 2010, whilst the 

third number in red text shows the number of pairs of hen harriers found in during the 2016 survey. 

From the date of designation to the 2016 survey, there is an 86% decline in the total number of pairs of 

hen harriers on these SPAs, down from 98 to just 14 pairs. 

 

Action C1: Protect hen harriers at their nest sites – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: April 2015  Actual start date: April 2015 

Foreseen end date: Jun 2019  Actual end date: August 2019 

Foreseen cost: €341,688  Actual cost: €239,363 

This action overlaps with action D2, whereby staff and volunteers protecting a nest are also 

monitoring the nest, which we carried out throughout the project. Nest protection continued on 

a case-by case basis and both the project-funded Assistant Investigations Officers and the core-

funded Investigations Officers focussed on observations, investigating reports of hen harrier 

sightings and reports of nests during the spring months, working closely with local raptor 

workers in each area.  

 

Each year, our relationships with stakeholders grew stronger and we reviewed nest protection 

protocols, alongside pre-season meetings with organisations including the Northumberland 

Hen Harrier Protection Partnership, PAW Scotland and England, the Heads Up for Harriers 

project, Natural England, Scottish Natural Heritage, Northern England Raptor Forum, Scottish 

Raptor Study Group, and the Raptor Persecution Priority Deliver Group in later years. This 

coordinated effort meant that we were able to observe hen harriers at all nest sites in northern 
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England throughout the project period. Successful nest numbers in northern England were as 

follows: 

 

2014 – 4 nests, 16 chicks 

2015 – 6 nests, 18 chicks 

2016 – 3 nests, 7 chicks 

2017 – 3 nests, 10 chicks 

2018 – 9 nests, 34 chicks 

2019 – 12 nests, 41 chicks 

We were expected to observe 75% of all nesting attempts in Scotland, however this quickly 

became unfeasible, due to the much larger population of hen harriers in Scotland (approx.. 460 

pairs, relative to 4 pairs in England according to the most recent population survey in 2016). As 

outlined in previous reports, the bulk of the hen harrier decline is happening in the east and 

south of Scotland, hence why this project mainly focussed on these areas, so again, it was 

prudent to focus our monitoring efforts here, rather than across the whole country. The data 

from nest observations showed that persecution at nest sites was also becoming less frequent, 

and as the project progressed, perpetrators were more likely to target adult birds away from the 

nest site, such as the male bird when he was away gathering food. This meant that the covert 

and overt surveillance of nest sites acted as a deterrent for those who would wish to harm the 

adult birds and their chicks. 

Our project team worked with raptor workers, landowners, managers and gamekeepers to 

protect over 100 hen harrier nests. Some nest sites were identified from the tag data and some 

from the observations by those working in, living in or visiting the local area. In total, the raptor 

workers spent at least 45,000 hours monitoring nests and roost sites, travelling over 153,000 

miles to do so. 

The summer nest protection reports covering summer 2018 and summer 2019 from SRSG and 

summer 2019 from NERF can be found in the annexes to this report (Annex 1) 

 

Action C2: Protect hen harriers at their winter roost sites – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: October 2014  Actual start date: October 2014 

Foreseen end date: March 2019  Actual end date: October 2019 

Foreseen cost: €290,351   Actual cost: €71,652 

Winter roost sites were monitored throughout by SRSG and NERF raptor workers, alongside 

the RSPB’s Investigations Team. Roosts were monitored by staff and volunteers, as well as with 

covert cameras where required. We identified over 200 new roost sites using data from birds 

carrying satellite tags and from observing birds in the field. Our Conservation Science team are 

currently working through the millions of data points produced by the satellite tags to compile 
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a database of roost sites. This helps to identify roosts that we felt were “at risk” (vulnerable to 

disturbance or persecution) or “cold spots” (lacking in sufficient monitoring), which were most 

in need of protection and monitoring. Priority winter roost areas were identified, and 

information shared between NERF/SRSG and RSPB Investigations, along with information on 

habitat type and perceived threat. The winter roost reports covering the winter of 2018/19 from 

SRSG and NERF can be found in the annexes to this report (Annex 1). Again, there were no 

specific results that were expected from this action, but it is safe to say that both covert and 

overt surveillance of roost sites deters would-be criminals. 

Action C3: Work with conservation agencies and police to ensure that information collected is 

acted on appropriates – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: July 2014  Actual start date: July 2014 

Foreseen end date: June 2019  Actual end date: October 2019 

Foreseen cost: €72,693  Actual cost: €122,160 

As outlined above, regular meetings continued throughout the project with statutory bodies 

and key non-statutory stakeholders to continue to develop relationships and ensure best 

practice and good ways of working throughout the project. In the final year of the project, the 

project team handed over all relationships to core staff. This includes regular meetings with 

Natural England and Scottish Natural Heritage, local and national Police, PAW northern 

England and Scotland raptor group meetings, NERF and SRSG. In addition, ad hoc meetings 

and liaison on a case by case basis were set up with the police in case of suspicious 

disappearances of tagged birds, as well as liaison with the Crown Prosecution Service as 

required. Our Investigations teams continue to develop good relationships with local Wildlife 

Crime Officers, often aiding the police with their enquiries and gaining better understanding as 

to evidence requirements. This liaison will continue for the tagged birds that remain alive at this 

stage of the project, should it be needed. 

When a hen harrier disappeared in suspicious circumstances it was reported to the police along 

with sharing of information to ensure the report could be acted on appropriately. During 2019, 

we lost the following birds in suspicious circumstances, which were reported to the police 

Wildlife Crime Officers: 

Scotland England Wales Ireland 

DeeCee – 21/01/2019 

Rannoch – 10/05/2019 

Skylar – 07/02/2019 

Marci – 22/04/2019 

Rain – 26/04/2019 

Romario – 11/09/2019 

Thistle – 12/10/2019 

Oscar – 14/12/2019 

 

Vulcan – 16/01/2019 

Ada – 10/10/2019 

 

 

Bronwyn – 26/09/2019 

 

Aalin – 09/02/2018 

Heulwen – 29/08/2018 

Mary – 04/11/2019 
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Annual RSPB Bird Crime reports are produced through the preparation of information in this 

action. The Bird Crime reports are now electronic. A summary of the report for 2018 is included 

in the annexes along with recent editions of Legal Eagle the RSPB’s newsletter on wildlife crime 

(Annex 2). The Bird Crime report which covers the calendar year 2019 is due out later in 2020. 

 

Action C4: Ensure that sufficient good-quality habitat is available at key sites through targeted 

habitat management – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: April 2015  Actual start date: April 2015 

Foreseen end date: June 2019  Actual end date: October 2019 

Foreseen cost: €11,957  Actual cost: €15,958 

Habitat availability is still not one of the primary factors limiting hen harrier populations, with 

sufficient habitat across the UK to host an estimated 2,650 pairs of hen harrier and only 575 

pairs of hen harrier actually being present. Habitat management activities continued 

throughout the project at both RSPB Geltsdale and the United Utilities (private water company) 

estate in the Forest of Bowland, with staff working with local landowners and managers to 

encourage and promote sustainable high quality habitat. At these sites, we have advocated for 

good land management practices and demonstrated how moorland can be managed 

sustainably to create a diverse habitat to a range of other landowners and managers and 

government bodies. Continued sightings from RSPB staff, raptor workers and members of the 

public show that hen harriers do inhabit the landscape at both Geltsdale and Bowland, but for 

now the survival of the species is highly dependent on the moorland management practices of 

the neighbouring land owners and managers.  

Although there were no specific deliverables for this action, the project team have created a land 

management handbook called ‘Managing for Hen Harriers: A practical guide for RSPB land 

managers and staff’, which has been circulated to key stakeholders to ensure we can continue to 

manage good hen harrier habitat, should the factors limiting population growth, principally 

illegal killing, be addressed. 

In Bowland we have seen variable numbers of nests, but their success is highly dependent on 

the monitoring and protection activities of RSPB staff, volunteers and raptor workers. 

Year Nesting attempts 

in Bowland 

Successful 

nests 

Fledged 

chicks 

2014 2 2 9 

2015 7 1 1 

2016 0 0 0 

2017 0 0 0 

2018 5 3 13 
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2019 5 5 22 

Totals 19 11 45 

The number of successful nests and chicks in Bowland suggested the continued land 

management practices are creating suitable habitat that is being utilised when there is a large 

enough population that is able to survive the breeding attempt. Our work in this area has been 

well supported by United Utilities, who are keen to do more to publicise the presence of hen 

harriers and other raptors in this area. Habitat management at Geltsdale is good too, but despite 

a few fleeting sightings of hen harriers, we rarely have successful nests there, principally due to 

the level of illegal persecution happening in the neighbouring areas. 

Year Nesting attempts in 

Geltsdale 

Successful 

nests 

Fledged 

chicks 

2014 0 0 0 

2015 1 0 0 

2016 1 1 1 

2017 0 0 0 

2018 0 0 0 

2019 0 0 0 

Totals 2 1 1 

We have managed to fit satellite tags to a good number of these young birds. Sadly, the satellite 

tracking is also showing us that nesting is only a small part of the picture. Although we are 

seeing some chicks fledge the nest, and particularly good numbers in Bowland, of the birds that 

we have fitted satellite tags to, to date, none of the chicks tagged in England have survived 

beyond 12 months old. Some of that loss is due to natural causes, but almost as many birds are 

lost to confirmed or suspected illegal persecution, which means that very few of these young 

birds are reaching breeding age themselves. 

 

Action C5: Work alongside other landowners to deliver appropriate habitat management in 

areas with potential to support breeding and/or wintering hen harriers – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: July 2014  Actual start date: October 2014 

Foreseen end date: June 2019  Actual end date: October 2019 

Foreseen cost: €54,404  Actual cost: €7,423 

The majority of the core project area is owned by private landowners or public bodies, and 

therefore good relationships had to be developed with these landowners in order for the project 

to progress. As outlined in previous reports, we continue to work alongside landowners in and 

around the project SPAs and continue good relationships. In cases where satellite tag data 
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showed birds were nesting or roosting on new sites, we were able to approach the landowner 

and in cases where they were amenable to allowing us to monitor the birds, we were also able 

to share information about hen harrier ecology, and habitat management recommendations.  

As outlined above, habitat is not the limiting factor for hen harrier population growth, so under 

this action we also widened our remit to celebrate our ‘hen harrier heroes’ as described in our 

layperson’s report. Some of these people were landowners, but also champions and advocates 

for hen harriers in their field. There is more information about these people and their roles in 

Annex 3. 

Something we have been working on during the course of the project is also getting law-abiding 

gamekeepers and landowners to speak out against the criminal activities resulting in illegal 

killing of birds of prey. Through this project, we have sadly had a fairly regular stream of media 

stories about illegally killed hen harriers, and we are pleased to see that this has prompted some 

action and some more outspoken members of the shooting community to speak out, as shown 

in the article below. 

 
 

This letter to the editor of the Scotsman published on 18/07/2019 was prompted by the death of 

a bird we had fitted a satellite tag to, called Rannoch, who was found caught in a spring trap, 

closely followed by another bird found by a raptor worker on an estate in Scotland, who was 

taken to the vet, but sadly his broken leg was too badly damaged and could not be repaired, so 

he was euthanised. 
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Action D1: Monitor number of persecution incidents detected and birds lost to all causes – 

ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: July 2014  Actual start date: July 2014 

Foreseen end date: June 2019  Actual end date: October 2019 

Foreseen cost: €225,382  Actual cost: €553,760 

We monitored the tagged birds throughout the project and to date, we have reported that 30 

have been lost in suspicious circumstances, either confirmed or considered to have been 

illegally killed. Sadly, we cannot say that there has been a reduction in the number of incidents 

of illegal killing, though 2018 was a particularly bad year.  

All birds that were recovered dead were sent to an independent veterinary surgeon for post 

mortem examination. The table below shows the outcomes for birds that were illegally killed: 

Method of killing Number of birds 

Suspected shooting 3 

Confirmed shot 2 

Trapped 1 

Poisoned 1 

As well as these seven birds, there were a further 30 that disappeared without trace when their 

satellite tags suddenly stopped transmitting, despite showing no signs of any technical 

malfunction, thereby suggesting human interference. Despite ground searches by an 

experienced team with sophisticated equipment, none of these birds have ever been found and 

their tags have never transmitted since. 

Information on all birds confirmed dead in suspicious circumstances is given in Annex 4.  

 

Action D2: Monitor number and success of hen harrier breeding attempts within the core 

project area, and the location of these sites – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: April 2015  Actual start date: April 2015 

Foreseen end date: June 2019  Actual end date: September 2019 

Foreseen cost: €148,705  Actual cost: €127,629 

As outlined in Action C1, the nest successes in England during the course of the project were as 

follows: 

2014 – 4 nests, 16 chicks 

2015 – 6 nests, 18 chicks 

2016 – 3 nests, 7 chicks 

2017 – 3 nests, 10 chicks 
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2018 – 9 nests, 34 chicks 

2019 – 12 nests, 41 chicks 

More details on nest success is given in the reports from the raptor workers at both NERF and 

SRSG. 

We are happy to report that illegal activity around nest sites seems to have decreased, though in 

2019 we did find a nest site in Scotland where the female bird and young had been killed, and 

spring traps had been illegally set which the male was then caught in when he returned to the 

nest. Sadly, the male bird also died, despite a vet’s best effort to repair his broken leg after he 

got caught in the trap. 

Most nests failed due to natural causes such as ground predators like foxes and stoats, or wet 

weather which soaks through the nest and can cause hypothermia in the young chicks. Wet 

weather in the spring can also make it difficult for the adults to find sufficient food for the 

young. 

 

Action D3: Monitor number of hen harriers using key winter roosts in the core project area, and 

the location of these sites – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: October 2014   Actual start date: October 2014 

Foreseen end date: March 2019  Actual end date: March 2019 

Foreseen cost: €80,534   Actual cost: €80,807 

As outlined in Action C2, roost sites were monitored each year, and in later year the satellite tag 

data allowed us to find and monitor new roosts, as well as the historical roosts. The NERF and 

SRSG reports in the annexes outline how many roosts were monitored and how many birds 

were present each year of the project. 

Roost data is now being used by local raptor workers to monitor and protect the hen harriers on 

their patch, and for the last 2 years, NERF have also run an annual winter roost count for hen 

harriers to determine how many birds spend the winter in northern England. 

The satellite tag data also shows us that some of the birds choose to spend the winter outside 

the UK, for example in the Republic of Ireland or in Spain, returning to the UK for the breeding 

season. 
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Action D4: Complete UK-wide hen harrier breeding survey within the lifetime of the project – 

ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: April 2016   Actual start date: April 2016 

Foreseen end date: March 2019  Actual end date: March 2019 

Foreseen cost: €165,123   Actual cost: €147,669 

As outlined in previous reports the 2016 Hen Harrier Survey was completed and published in a 

scientific journal. The paper is re-submitted at Annex 5. The report found a 24% decrease in the 

hen harrier population between 2004 and 2016, which was statistically significant. The next 

survey is due to be carried out in 2022.  

If we compare the survey results from 2016, which found 575 pairs of hen harrier across the UK 

and Isle of Man, to the potential number of pairs of hen harrier that could be present in the UK 

and Isle of Man according to the amount of suitable habitat and prey available, which is 

estimated to be around 2,600 pairs, then we’re currently missing 80% of our hen harrier 

population. The key cause of the decline is illegal persecution. 

 

Action D5: Monitor understanding and engagement among the general public– ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: July 2014   Actual start date: July 2014 

Foreseen end date: June 2019   Actual end date: October 2019 

Foreseen cost: €27,095   Actual cost: €18,425 

We carried out a survey of communities living close to the target SPAs of the project. We had an 

initial target of 150 people, but we got an overwhelming response from 328 people in the 

community who responded to tell us what they knew about hen harriers, and also a more 

detailed survey that was sent to businesses in the local area to determine the impacts having 

hen harriers in their local area does or could have on their business. 81% of the people surveyed 

said they would prefer to have more hen harriers in their local area and felt this would have a 

positive impact in the UK. The full report is in Annex 6. 

 

Action D6: Estimate socio-economic and ecosystem-level impacts of project actions and related 

work – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: July 2014  Actual start date: October 2014 

Foreseen end date: June 2019  Actual end date: December 2019 
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Foreseen cost: €0.00   Actual cost: €3,090 

We carried out a review of the socio-economic and ecosystem-level impacts of the project 

actions and related work, which can be found in Annex 7.  

 

Action E1: Create a project website – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: July 2014    Actual start date: October 2014 

Foreseen end date: June 2019   Actual end date: December 2019 

Foreseen cost: €44,620   Actual cost: €21,625 

 

The project website was created at the start of the project, and the pages were fully refreshed by 

the project team over the winter of 2019/2020. The project pages will continue to be hosted by 

the RSPB. As the project is now completed and some of the deliverables are available online, it 

is not anticipated that there will be any further refresh of the pages needed, but the static project 

pages also link to active pages that are reviewed annually, to ensure information is up to date. 

Some of these pages include blogs published, that will be updated with any news stories of the 

remaining birds satellite tagged during the LIFE project. 

 

Action E2: Erect information boards – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: July 2014    Actual start date: June 2015 

Foreseen end date: June 2015   Actual end date: September 2015 

Foreseen cost: €7,136    Actual cost: €723 

As described in previous reports, we erected five information panels that were situated at 

places where there were likely to be breeding or wintering hen harriers close to the project 

target areas with higher visitor footfall. They were placed at RSPB Geltsdale reserve, in the 

North Pennine Fells SPA; RSPB Burton Mere reserve, in Cheshire (not in an SPA but the largest, 

most reliable hen harrier winter roost in northern England, with high visitor numbers); RSPB 

Blacktoft Sands Reserve on the Humber (not in an SPA but another reliable hen harrier winter 

roosting site with good visitor numbers in England and reasonable proximity to the North 

Pennines SPA); RSPB Mersehead reserve in the Scottish Borders, equidistant from Langholm-

Newcastleton Hills SPA and Muirkirk and North Lowther Uplands SPA; and an electronic info 

board projected onto the walls of the Bowlees Visitor Centre, owned and run by the North 

Pennines AONB, in the North Pennines SPA. Copies of the information boards can be found on 

the project web-pages. 
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Action E3: Produce layman’s report – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: April 2019   Actual start date: October 2018 

Foreseen end date: June 2019   Actual end date: December 2019 

Foreseen cost: €13,552   Actual cost: €10,802 

The project layperson’s report was written and 500 hard copies were printed and distributed to 

stakeholders. They were taken and disseminated at the end of project event in Edinburgh which 

was attended by MSPs, staff from environmental NGOs, government organisations, and others 

interested in hen harrier and environmental conservation.  

The Senior Project Manager also took over 100 copies to the NERF conference in November 

2019, 100 copies to the SRSG conference in February 2020 and around 20 copies to the Raptor 

Persecution Priority Delivery Group meeting in March 2020. Further copies were sent out to 

MSPs and MPs, and a copy was recently used by Chris Packham in discussion on driven grouse 

shooting with Kerry McCarthy from the House of Commons. 

 

 

The layperson’s report is available on the project web-pages and is included in Annex 8. 

 

Action E4: Carry out outreach activities aimed at school children – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: January 2015   Actual start date: January 2015 

Foreseen end date: June 2019   Actual end date: June 2019 

Foreseen cost: €98,425   Actual cost: €42,491 
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We actively engaged with 13, 250 people, and far surpassed all our initial targets set for our 

schools activities, whilst remaining well under budget.  

In summary we visited 91 primary schools with 16 field trips (originally meant to be 30 and 15 

respectively), engaging with 3626 children and 324 teachers (originally meant to be 1200 and 60 

respectively). 

For our secondary school work, we made 27 visits to schools, engaging with 932 children and 59 

teachers (originally meant to be 10 schools, 250 children and 59 teachers). The only engagement 

target we struggled to meet was the secondary field trips, of which we were meant to carry out 

5 but only managed 2 throughout the whole project. This was principally due to the difficulty in 

taking a group of secondary school students off site for a half or whole day. Due to the structure 

of the day at secondary school, one class will visit many teachers, unlike primary school 

students who are with the same teacher all day, making it much harder for secondary students 

to catch up on what they’d missed, and particularly for those in important examination years. 

 

 

Action E5: Engage with shooting and landowning communities – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: October 2014   Actual start date: January 2015 

Foreseen end date: June 2019   Actual end date: December 2019 

Foreseen cost: €86,441   Actual cost: €61,194 
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As shown in the table above for Action E4, we far surpassed our targets for engaging with the 

shooting and landowning communities, with 16 college and university visits, allowing us to 

speak to 372 students and 25 lecturers, far surpassing our project target of 10 visits, 200 students 

and 20 lecturers.  

The project team also delivered 92 community talks across the project area and beyond, with 

3715 attendees, far surpassing the original target of 10 talks with 200 attendees. We also 

attended 34 community events with 4197 interactions with visitors, far surpassing the original 

target of 5 events with 150 interactions. 

 

Action E6: Carry out media work to raise awareness of harriers and the project – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: July 2014    Actual start date: October 2014 

Foreseen end date: June 2019   Actual end date: December 2019 

Foreseen cost: €26,981   Actual cost: €92,132 

Media work was carried out throughout the project, and hen harriers remain a high profile 

species. The project team delivered hundreds of media appearances ranging from local news on 

television and radio, to longer features on national programmes such as BBC Countryfile and 

BBC Landward. We produced over 50 press releases on a range of topics including breeding 

success, illegal killing of tagged birds, and the exploits of our tagged birds such as long distance 

journeys, as shown in the table below. 
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Action F1: Manage project effectively and efficiently – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: July 2014    Actual start date: October 2014 

Foreseen end date: June 2019   Actual end date: December 2019 

Foreseen cost: €237,248   Actual cost: €397,624 

The huge success of this project demonstrates the project was managed effectively and 

efficiently. A project like this is hugely contentious and all work must be carried out to the 

highest standard. With guidance from the Senior Project Manager, the project team navigated 

the challenges of working to conserve hen harriers successfully, and were agile in their delivery 

to adapt to the constantly changing and high profile circumstances. 

All expected outputs were achieved: updated Project Output Indicators are provided in Annex 

9. 

 

Action F2: Network with other projects – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: July 2014    Actual start date: July 2014 

Foreseen end date: June 2019   Actual end date: December 2019 

Foreseen cost: €14,242   Actual cost: €43,084 

As outlined in previous reports, successful networking was carried out with a range of other 

LIFE projects, and UK –based conservation projects, more recently including the LIFE 100% 

favourable project (Enabling 100% favourable condition across a key subset of Scotland’s 

Natura sites through enhance vegetation management, LIFE18 NAT/UK/000838) and the 

Upland Skies project being led by the RSPB in the Peak District with a range of partners aiming 

to engage communities there with birds of prey. 

 

Action F3: Commission independent audit of financial statements – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: Jan 2020    Actual start date: March 2020 

Foreseen end date: March 2020  Actual end date: July 2020 

Foreseen cost: €10,000   Actual cost: €5,000 

As required an independent auditor was selected, and they verified the financial statements 

provided in the final report. This clearly shows that the RSPB has followed national legislation 
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and accounting rules, and certifies that all costs incurred are in line with the LIFE+ Common 

Provisions (See Annex 2 of the Financial Report). 

 

Action F4: Produce afterLIFE conservation plan – ACHIEVED 

Foreseen start date: April 2019    Actual start date: October 2014 

Foreseen end date: November 2018   Actual end date: November 2019 

Foreseen cost: €0.00     Actual cost: €0.00 

In consultation within the RSPB, and with partners at NERF and SRSG, and with wider 

stakeholders, an afterLIFE conservation plan was produced (Annex 10). 
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5.3 Analysis of impacts and benefits  

 

5.3.1 Policy impact  

 

Whilst we had no direct aims related to the policy impacts of the project, the team are 

absolutely delighted that we were able to share the findings of the project with both the UK 

and Scottish governments. 

 

In November 2017 the Scottish government established the Grouse Moor Management Group 

to examine the environmental impact of grouse moor management practices and advise on the 

option of licencing grouse shooting businesses. Members of the project team working in 

Scotland were able to share information about the numbers of illegal killings of hen harriers in 

Scotland and the correlation with land use for driven grouse shooting. Alongside the satellite 

tag study of golden eagles published in 2017 by Fielding et al., the continued disappearance of 

satellite tagged raptors on the rouse moors of Scotland provided compelling evidence and 

Professor Werrity presented his findings to the Scottish Environment, Climate Change and 

Land reform Committee, which included the recommendation for implementation of licencing 

of grouse moors. This is a huge success, that may not have been possible without the additional 

evidence from the hen harriers tagged under the LIFE project, and the team continue to work 

with government to discuss how licencing could be implemented. 

 

The Welsh government have also been sympathetic to the plight of birds of prey in Wales, and 

the tagging study implemented under this project highlighted that birds of prey continue to be 

illegally killed in Wales. The project team worked with Members of the Senedd (formally 

Welsh Assembly Members) to share the outcomes of the hen harriers tagged in Wales and the 

Welsh government has now committed to funding a larger tagging study of Welsh hen 

harriers, as well as funding staff to monitor the birds progress in Wales. Again, this has been a 

huge success that wouldn’t have happened without the tagging study being scaled up to 

include additional areas not originally included in the project. 

 

Despite successful discussions with MPs in Westminster by the project team and stakeholders, 

with the backdrop of multiple general elections and incessant changes in key MPs, prorogation 

of parliament and Brexit, it has been impossible to implement any kind of change in policy to 

protect hen harriers and other birds of prey that are being illegally killed on grouse moors in 

England. 

 

5.3.2 Replication and transferability 

 

The satellite tagging study and raising awareness of the lives and deaths of the tagged birds 

has been the key to the success of this project in terms of implementing positive change for hen 

harriers. This study would be easily replicable across the UK and Europe. 
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Furthermore, the project team strongly advocate that hen harriers born on the European 

Continent are indeed fitted with tags so that their movements can be better understood. A 

conference for hen harrier workers, held in the Netherlands in 2019, identified that populations 

are also declining across Europe, but the reasons for the decline are unknown. Birds born and 

tagged in the UK were found to travel widely, so it is possible that some proportion of 

continental European birds travel to the UK and are illegally killed on British grouse moors. 

This would mean that the problem is not just for the UK government to address, but for 

Europe. 

5.4 Outside LIFE  

 

Hen harriers remain a hot topic of conservation conversation, and there are several activities 

going on outside the scope of the project but still relevant to its wider aims and objectives. 

 

UK-wide Hen Harrier days continue to build a following. 2020 was due to see the first event 

held in Wales, and an increase in events held in Scotland and England. Due to the restrictions 

on movements of people resulting from the global Covid-19 pandemic, organisers are now 

looking at a way to do these events online. This could be of benefit, as it would allow them to 

reach a much bigger audience than originally planned. 

 

Other bird of prey conservation projects continue, including the Southern Scotland Golden 

Eagle Reintroduction Project, the RSPB’s Upland Skies project and the White tailed sea eagles 

reintroduction projects in Ireland and on the Isle of Wight. All these projects continue to raise 

awareness of birds of prey whilst carrying out concrete conservation action, both of which 

should act to increase the population sizes of species in the UK. 

 

Following the European Hen Harrier Meeting in the Netherlands in 2019, a number of 

individuals including the project team have worked on a European Species Action plan for hen 

harrier. The next steps here would be to host a workshop and identify some concrete actions 

across Europe. 

 

The English statutory nature agency, Natural England are looking to continue to press ahead 

with their ‘brood management’ plans this summer, following our unsuccessful judicial review. 

We are still awaiting a date for the hearing for the appeal of this finding, which has now been 

postponed due to Covid-19. The project team continue to work with Scottish government 

towards licencing of grouse moors. 
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6. Financial Part 
 

Introduction 

 

The expenditure summary tables within this introductory section shows the Project expenditure 

in Euro incurred over the duration of the project from 1st July 2014 to  

31st December 2019. The Financial Claim Form following this introduction gives a fully itemised 

account of this expenditure. The submission of this Claim constitutes a request for the final EU 

LIFE+ Grant pre-financing payment, for which the Project is now eligible - Annex 01.  

 

Conversion of expenditure 

 

All Project expenditure has been incurred in GBP. The expenditure itemised within this Claim 

has been converted to Euro in accordance with Article 29.5 of the Common Provisions. Thus, 

the GBP / EUR exchange rate applied by the European Central Bank on the first working day of 

the year in which the expenditure is paid has been used as follows:  

 

- For all expenditure paid in 2014, the rate used is 0.828 GBP/EUR 

- For all expenditure paid in 2015, the rate used is 0.780 GBP/EUR 

- For all expenditure paid in 2016, the rate used is 0.738 GBP/EUR 

- For all expenditure paid in 2017, the rate used is 0.851 GBP/EUR 

- For all expenditure paid in 2018, the rate used is 0.890 GBP/EUR 

- For all expenditure paid in 2019, the rate used is 0.902 GBP/EUR 

- For all expenditure paid in 2020, the rate used is 0.848 GBP/EUR 

 

However, for any EUR receipts we are reporting the EUR amount and using an exchange rate of 

1.000.  The reason is because on a previous LIFE project (LIFE07 NAT/P/000649 - Safe Islands for 

Seabirds), it was shown that on some EUR receipts where we converted from national currency 

back into EUR, the EUR amount converted was higher than the actual receipt value and 

therefore we had to correct this at audit.  We have since taken this stance to avoid this 

happening again.   

 

Allocation of Project costs to expenditure categories 

 

As far as possible, Project costs have been allocated to the expenditure category that they were 

initially budgeted against. Any unforeseen expenditure, subsequently reported to the 

Commission in progress reports, has been allocated to the most suitable expenditure category.  

 

VAT recovery 
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In the Mid-Term Report (MR) we reported that the RSPB recovers around 93% of the VAT paid 

to HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) each year. However, around 7% is non-recoverable.   

We have decided not to recover these nominal amounts from the Project as expenditure has 

exceeded the budget according to the Grant Agreement. 

 

Please refer to the Auditor’s Report/Declaration for further information on the VAT declaration 

in Annex 02. 

 

Step up-step down calculation 

 

When we applied for this LIFE grant we explained that it would allow us to deliver an intensive 

pulse of activity rather than just funding ‘business as usual’ (BAU) work, and undertook to 

demonstrate in the Final Report that we had indeed ‘stepped up’ at the start of the project and 

‘stepped down’ again at the end. The text below relates to this undertaking. 

 

Step up 

 

The explanation we provided during the application stage focused on the major protection and 

monitoring actions that form the core of the project – namely C1, C2, D1, D2 and D3. The table 

below shows expenditure on these five actions before and during the project; figures in columns 

2, 3 and 4 are in EUR.  

 

Action BAU spend 
over project 

period (as 
stated at 

application 
stage) 

Projected 
spend over 

project period 
(as stated at 
application 

stage) 

Actual spend 
over project 

period  

Projected  
step up 

Actual  
step up  

C1 protect 
nests 

175,331 341,420 239,363 95% 37% 

C2 protect 
roosts 

118,375 348,459 71,652 194% -39% 

D1 monitor 
problems 

140,139 210,895 553,760 50% 295% 

D2 monitor 
nests 

71,115 147,994 127,629 108% 79% 

D3 monitor 
roosts 

13,838 90,667 80,807 555% 484% 

Total 518,798 1,139,435 1,073,211 120% 107% 

 

Overall, therefore, support from LIFE allowed us to increase our spend on these actions by 

107% compared with the BAU scenario – i.e. to more than double it. This is a slightly smaller 

increase than the projected 120%, but still represents a major intensification of effort. Moreover, 

it does not take account of the work we put into the other project actions, many of which would 
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not have happened at all – or would have happened at only very low levels – in the absence of 

the LIFE grant. 

 

The step up varied from action to action, as expected. However, the pattern of variation differed 

markedly between the projected and actual scenarios. The most notable differences in this 

respect were that the actual step up was smaller than projected for C1 and C2 and larger than 

projected for D1. However, this is – to some extent at least – an artefact of the integrated nature 

of the protection and monitoring work carried out during the project, which meant that it was 

hard for staff to distinguish clearly and consistently between C and D categories when they 

were completing timesheets etc. In particular, the apparent decrease in effort under C2 (winter 

roost protection) does not represent a real scaling-down of effort outside the breeding season: if 

C2 and D3 (roost monitoring) are taken together, total spend was €152,459 versus BAU spend of 

€132,213.  

 

Step down 

 

It is difficult to say exactly how much resource the RSPB will invest in hen harriers in the five 

years following the project, as this may vary somewhat depending on the society’s overall 

income – which in turn is affected by a wide range of external factors that are beyond our 

control.  

 

In essence, however, the intensity of our harrier work will return to its pre-project level – 

although there will be a few changes in staffing etc as the RSPB underwent a major restructure 

during the project period and reduced its overall headcount quite significantly. 

 

Therefore, the best way to estimate our post-project investment in harriers is to consult the 

original project budget – which was based on pre-project work patterns – and adjust it take to 

take account of these changes. This analysis is summarised in the tables below.  

 

Personnel costs: 

 
Staff member(s) Daily 

rate 
Person-

days 
budgeted 

for 
C1/C2/ 

D1/D2/D3 

Cost 
budgeted 

for 
C1/C2/ 

D1/D2/D3 

Post-project situation Post-
project 
'value' 

Investigations Officers x 4  136          1,398      190,128  Now Principal IO plus IO 
plus Assistant IO x 2, but 
equivalent effort  

      
190,128  

Head of Investigations  163             131        21,353  Same         
21,353  

Data Manager  136             115        15,640  Same         
15,640  

Assistant Investigations Officer  109             232        25,288  No equivalent                 -    
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Technical Development Staff  135               10          1,350  Same           
1,350  

Investigations Officers (Scotland) x 3  136             884      120,224  Now Investigations 
Manager plus IO plus 
Assistant IO, but equivalent 
effort 

      
120,224  

Investigations Officer (Scotland) - 
Contract Post 

   82             368        30,176  No equivalent                 -    

Assistant Species Protection Officers x 
2 

 137          2,300      315,100  No equivalent - employed 
specifically for project 

                -    

Project Manager  192               69        13,248  No equivalent - employed 
specifically for project 

                -    

Nest Watch Site Coordinator  
(North Tynedale) 

 140               52          7,280  Depends on nests, but 
essentially same 

          
7,280  

North Tynedale Project Manager   125               70          8,750  Same           
8,750  

Bowland Project Officer  147             330        48,510  Same         
48,510  

Assistant Hen Harrier Warden 
(Bowland) 

 155               58          8,990  Same           
8,990  

RSPB Moorland Management Warden  135             102        13,770  Same         
13,770  

Nest Protection Contract Staff 
(Geltsdale) x 2 

 120             192        23,040  Depends on nests, but 
essentially same 

        
23,040  

Total         842,847    
      

459,035  

 

Non-personnel costs:   

 
Item Budget 

for  
C1/C2/ 

D1/D2/D3 

Post-project situation Post-
project 
'value' 

Download of satellite tag information - 
est €1,250 per tag per year 

    105,000  Estimate 50 tag-years needed to cover 
surviving project tags + 20 post-project 
tags   

        
62,500  

Purchase of aerials to locate tagged birds         2,500  Still in use - no further purchase needed                 -    

Purchase of cameras/tents/etc for overt 
monitoring of nest and roost sites 

        5,800  No further purchase needed                 -    

Production of specialist covert 
monitoring equipment for nest and roost 
sites 

      30,000  No further production needed                 -    

Purchase of caravan for overnight 
monitoring of roost and nest sites 

      12,500  No further purchase needed                 -    

Car hire for Assistant Species Protection 
Officers - 2 cars for 1,500 days each 

      37,500  Not needed - ASPOs employed specifically 
for project 

                -    

Expenses payments to volunteers       31,250  Estimate €1,250 per year           
6,250  
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Fuel costs for Assistant Species 
Protection Officers  

      48,751  Not needed - ASPOs employed specifically 
for project 

                -    

Accommodation/subsistence costs for 
Assistant Species Protection Officers 

      25,000  Not needed - ASPOs employed specifically 
for project 

                -    

Travel for North England nest protection 
staff 

        1,451  Same           
1,451  

Total     299,752    
        

70,201  

 

There are two explanatory notes to accompany these tables, which are listed below. However, 

the overall picture they present is that personnel spend on actions C1, C2, D1, D2 and D3 will be 

approximately €459,035 over the five years following the project, compared with a predicted 

figure during the project of €842,847 and an actual spend during the project (as shown in 

Section 6.6 below) of €787,577; and that non-personnel spend will be approximately €70,201 

after the project, compared with projected and actual in-project figures of €299,752 and €285,637 

respectively.  

 

Comparing estimated post-project costs against actual project costs, therefore, the step down in 

personnel investment will be approximately 42%; the step down in non-personnel costs will be 

approximately 75%; and the overall step down will be approximately 51%. This figure is very 

close to the 54% we predicted at the application stage.   

 

Explanatory notes 

 

1. The tables above show costs for actions C1, C2, D1, D2 and D3 only. If other actions were 

taken into account as well it is likely that the step down figure would be greater, as many of 

these other actions dropped down to much lower levels when the project ended, or ceased 

altogether.  

 

2. The post-project figures are shown as ‘values’ based on the costs that were included in the 

project budget, rather than being calculated using current salary rates etc. For example, we have 

assigned the same ‘value’ to the four Investigations staff who will be spending time on harrier 

work after the project as to the four core staff who were involved in this work before and during 

the project. 

 

We have taken this approach so that our comparisons are ‘like for like’ rather than being 

distorted by inflation or other irrelevant factors. For example, the actual cost of the 

Investigations staff mentioned above may be slightly higher than shown in the value column, 

due to inflation and/or the salary review that RSPB undertook while the project was in progress; 

or it may be slightly lower, as the team has been re-structured and now consists of one Principal 

Officer, one Officer and two Assistant Officers rather than four Officers. However, the key point 

is that the total amount of effort that these staff will be putting into harrier work (in terms of 

person-days etc) will be essentially unchanged from the pre-project baseline. 
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6.1 Summary of Costs Incurred 

 

PROJECT COSTS INCURRED 
  

Cost category 
Budget according to 

the grant agreement 

Costs incurred 

within the project 

duration 

% 

1. 
 

Personnel €1,565,878 € 1,732,626 110.65% 

2. 
 

Travel €150,528 € 172,395 114.53% 

3. 
 

External assistance €163,782 € 164,812 100.63% 

4. 
 

Durables: total non-depreciated cost - -  - 
 

 
- Infrastructure sub-tot. - - - 

 
 

- Equipment sub-tot. €17,150 € 26,091 152.13% 
 

 
- Prototypes sub-tot. - - - 

5. 
 

Consumables €161,469 € 238,855 147.93% 

6. 
 

Other costs €62,626 € 70,948 113.29% 

7. 
 

Overheads €148,499 € 168,401 113.40%   
TOTAL €2,269,932 € 2,574,127 113.40% 

 

The table above shows that up to 31 December 2019, a total of € 2,574,127 was incurred on the 

Project, equating to 113.40% of the total Project budget.  An overall overspend was unavoidable 

and can mainly be attributed to the following factors: 

 

• Personnel costs – further explanation is provided in the Personnel category summary 

and respective Annex 03. 

 

• Travel costs – a historical Vehicle Log Book cleanse was undertaken in spring 2019 to 

capture Log Book sheets not provided to us by staff members at the time of completing 

their car journeys.  Usually staff members send a photocopy of the Log Book entry to the 

Project Development and Support Unit (PDSU) to enter on the relevant logging sheet for 

entry onto the Statement of Expenditure (SoE), but it was found that a fair proportion 

were missing and so historical Log Books were obtained from archive, photocopied 

accordingly and added to the SoE.  This has meant an increase of approximately €31,060 

covering historical Log Books as well as those regularly received from staff throughout 

the final year of the Project. 
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• Consumables – the overspend here is due to additional satellite tag purchases via 

Microwave Telemetry and Pathtrack for which we also received additional funding 

support largely from LUSH and some donations from other organisations. 

 

Financial Review by Category 

 

Personnel - 110.65% 

 

The Personnel budget equated to 110.65% of total Project expenditure, which has led to the most 

significant category overspend of €166,748.  This increase is being covered by additional co-

funding by the RSPB. 

 

The overspend can be mainly attributed to the fact that we tagged many more birds than 

expected.  Unfortunately, as levels of persecution were also much higher than anticipated, this 

meant an increase in hours input by our Investigations staff and additional casework from core 

funded staff overall. 

 

The intention to take the opportunity to fit more tags to birds, using additional RSPB funding 

raised through appeals was discussed with the Commission and given approval. The EC letter 

of 17/02/17 following submission of our Mid-Term Report stated that “it appears that the project 

target for satellite tagging will be met and, if funds permit, the target may be exceeded”. The EC 

was also satisfied (in its letter of 17/02/17) “that any additional funding raised is allocated to 

RSPB’s general fund from where decisions are taken to reallocate it to LIFE project activity or 

other hen harrier work”. Following a visit to the project on 28/06/18 the EC letter of 14/08/18 

also confirmed that the costs of employing an additional short-term Assistant Investigations 

Officer in 2018 was justified given the success of the tagging work. The continuation of this role 

in 2019 was also noted in the EC letter of 11/07/19 following submission of our second Progress 

Report.  

 

A column has been added to the Personnel tab of the Statement of Expenditure (SoE) to check if 

any actual daily rates exceeded or remained under the foreseen daily rate by 20%.  There were 

variations between the budgeted and actual day rates in some instances.  This was due in some 

cases to fluctuations in exchange rates and the fact that some salary increases were not included 

in the budget.  The RSPB also experienced zero annual pay awards or very low increases during 

the project period. However, please note that the whole of the RSPB had a salary and role 

profile re-alignment, referred to as ‘My Employment Deal’, which came into effect in April 2016.  

All roles within the RSPB and the related salary bands were standardised and compared to 

other similar organisations, to provide a fair, transparent and consistent pay structure.  In 

addition, a new Defined Contribution Pension Scheme came into effect on 1st April 2017. 

 

Please find an analysis in Annex 03 which provides a breakdown of those salary day rates that 

were +/- 20% of those budgeted, along with corresponding explanations. 
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As is usual with projects of this size, the role to be undertaken by a single staff member has in 

reality been split between a number of staff members, all of whom bring their individual skills 

to the tasks to be performed by that role.   

 

Unforeseen personnel spend or personnel changes since the Second Progress Report  

 

Thank you for accepting the additional/unexpected costs reported in the Second Progress 

Report (PR) as non-substantial as well as the need to employ an additional short-term Assistant 

Investigations Officer again in 2019. 

Since the second PR the following people have worked on the project and we ask that their time 

be accepted as eligible spend: 

• Ashleigh Atkinson/Community Engagement Officer – due to Tremaine Bilham leaving 

the Project in early August, Ashleigh was recruited to help the Project Manager with the 

final reporting and close down of Project. 

 

• Chris Calow/Policy Officer – continued the work of Neil Douglas/Senior Species Policy 

Officer in 2019 due to Neil changing roles and moving to another team within RSPB. 

 

• Hilary McGuire; Jim Harvey; Paul Thomas; Seldon Simms/Nest Protection Officers – 

were the new officers recruited for the 2019 season. 

 

• Pam Braham/Finance and Reporting Manager - due to Ruth Sharman leaving the RSPB 

at the end of January 2019, Pam took over the financial reporting responsibility for this 

Project. 

 

• Robin Lyon Sinclair/ Investigations Intelligence Officer – this was a secondment position 

to provide maternity cover for Jenni Birrell/Burrell’s role in the Project. 

 

• Steve Ewing/Senior Conservation Scientist - undertook the analysis of satellite tag data, 

which was an unexpected cost accounting for circa €13K additional staff time in the final 

year of the Project.  

 

Travel - 114.53% 

 

As mentioned earlier, the majority of additional funds spent under this category can be 

attributed to the addition of historical Log Book costs. 

 

Furthermore, birds were originally meant to be tagged in Northern England and Southern 

Scotland, but the scope was extended to Wales and the Isle of Man due to additional funds 

provided to us for the tagging action.  Through the partnership with Manx BirdLife, they have 

contributed towards some of these costs.  We also had to collect the birds when they died and 

consequently had to travel longer distances.  Travel to the Scottish islands requires planes to get 
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there quickly and before the tag battery runs out.  Trips have also had to be made to France and 

the Republic of Ireland at short notice to collect birds, hence incurring further 

accommodation/travel costs as in order to retrieve a dead bird, staff are sent out in pairs for 

Health and Safety reasons in order to corroborate evidence if a crime has been committed, 

which staff will not be able to ascertain until they arrive on the scene. 

 

There were some travel costs covered by the Project for staff who do not appear in the 

Personnel tabs of the Statements of Expenditure (SoE), namely: 

 

RPSB staff member: 

Andrew Asque; Gemma Hogg; Jenny Atkins; Tracy Winn. 

 

RSPB Volunteers:  

Andrew King; Andy Davis; Chris Sharpe; Darren Thomas; Ian Evans; Ian Kerr; James Leonard; Keith 

Offord; John Whittle.  

 

Satellite Tagging Filming: 

Brian Etheridge. 

 

Statutory Conservation Authority / RSPB Annual Breeding Bird Scheme (2016 is Hen Harriers) - 

30.04.16 

Heather Galliford. 

 

Skydancer event: 

Julia Del Nevo; Siobhan McGuigan; Victoria Lamb. 

 

Nest Protection: 

Jack Riggall; Jude Lane; Karen McDonald. 

 

Nest visits X 2 for tagging hen harrier - 28.06.19 

Martin Davison. 

 

External Assistance - 100.63% 

 

There were no significant changes and spend was on track.  

 

The Public Attitudes Survey was undertaken in-house and so savings were made as result 

under this category, but increased our Personnel expenditure under this action. 

 

The Layman’s report cost significantly less than anticipated as we used a local printer and 

designed them ourselves.  The underspend was diverted to other Hen Harrier LIFE Project 

communications activities, including the end of project parliamentary advocacy event. 
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We noted that the Northern England Raptor Forum had not invoiced us for the “NERF 

Breeding Season Monitoring - Autumn 2016-Winter 2017” work and so we arranged payment of 

this in the final year of the Project after NERF double checked their records and agreed the 

omission. 

 

In addition, Boldlight Limited who help to administer the website, did not charge us for costs 

from October 2018 – December 2019 until mid-December 2019.  

 

Unforeseen external assistance spend since the Second Progress Report 

 

The following additional/unexpected cost has been incurred and we now ask for it to be 

considered as an eligible cost: 

 

Cain Scrimgeour was commissioned to produce the Hen Harrier LIFE Project Film for which we 

paid the first invoice to allow him to start work. We commissioned Cain in time for the 2019 

breeding season and were anticipating him being able to film hen harriers on and near nest 

sites. However due to the length of time taken to get the tagging licence from the BTO in 2019, 

and the additional pressures from BBC Countryfile and ITV News filming at two of the nest 

sites we were unable to get permission to attend a nest. Therefore, the second invoice was not 

paid as the work was not completed.  However, as we did incur costs on the first invoice, we 

would be grateful if these could be considered eligible. 

 

Durable Goods  

Equipment - 152.13% 

 

Since the second PR, in addition to the Goniometers that were kindly agreed as eligible 

purchases outlined in the 2018 modification, it became apparent that purchasing two thermal 

imaging binoculars (covert monitoring equipment) was not only beneficial for hen harrier nest 

and roost watches/counts in the late summer/autumn, but also to help ensure the Project’s 

legacy and enable roosts to continue to be monitored, even with the step down in staff 

resources.   

 

Earlier in the season we purchased a thermal scope.  As this was such an expensive item, we 

didn’t want to purchase the binoculars at the same time, as we wanted to make sure the 

equipment performed well enough to warrant the additional expenditure.  The thermal scope 

turned out to extremely valuable for watching birds, helping with nest and roost counts, and 

vastly increased our ability to detect any foul play by any individuals in or around nest and 

roost sites.  This convinced us to proceed with the purchase of the binoculars.  Please note that 

one pair of binoculars was more expensive than the other due to being higher spec (e.g. in built 

WIFI etc.). 

 

With the step down at the end of the LIFE Project delivery in October 2019 in terms of number 

of staff available to monitor hen harriers, the thermal binoculars would also increase the 
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remaining team’s ability for monitoring, as part of the Project’s legacy, which meant we could 

continue to monitor hen harrier roosting and identify persecution incidents, particularly in 

relation to the tagged birds that will still hopefully be alive when project delivery has ended.  

The purchases contributed to actions C1, D1 and D2. 

 

From August 2019 onwards, as the chicks fledged, the equipment also helped with actions C2 

and D3. 

 

Consumables - 147.93% 

 

As mentioned in previous reports, we expected to overspend on the satellite tag line generally 

due to the increased co-funding we have received from other external sources.  

 

As per the Grant Agreement, we anticipated purchasing 24 tags, but in fact bought 77 new tags 

plus 7 refurbished tags, predominantly from Microwave Telemetry Inc, but also Pathtrack, 

totalling (including related costs) €178,954.  The original budget allotted for satellite tags was 

€99,350, so there was an overspend of €79,604.   

 

As outlined in the technical section of this report, this area of work has greatly surpassed our 

expectations and the purchase of the additional satellite tags was invaluable for the Project 

enabling us to carry out scientific analysis of the data generated. It has allowed us much greater 

capacity for tracking the young birds after fledging and identifying their cause of death where 

possible, revealing the large proportion of birds that continue to be lost to illegal killing. The 

larger number of tags being deployed has also provided a much bigger dataset, enabling us to 

do robust analysis of their dispersal patterns and habitat use, making this the largest study of 

hen harriers to date. 

 

Unforeseen consumables spend since the Second Progress Report 

 

The following additional/unexpected costs have been incurred that we now ask to be 

considered as eligible costs: 

 

A scanner FM2000 UHF (covert monitoring equipment) costing €844 was purchased in July 

2017 to locate birds and confirm if a bird was motionless (deceased).  After an end of project 

analysis, we realised that the cost had not appeared under the LIFE project code and had 

unfortunately been attributed to a different cost centre/project code.  As it was bought 

specifically for the Project, we have included it on the SoE, but wanted to advise that this cost 

had not been reported on the SoE previously.  We apologise for the previous omission.  

 

Two 10TB external hard drives totalling €536 were purchased for our Investigations team, 

which were essential for storing video footage of investigation and nest monitoring work. 

 

Other Costs – 113.29% 
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Overall, there were no significant changes and spend was on track.  However, one unexpected 

cost is the redundancy payment for John McMahon €4,696.11.  He was 100% funded by LIFE 

and our monitor suggested that it would be acceptable to add the cost in this category as part of 

the LIFE costs. 

 

Overheads 

 

Overheads are an indirect cost and have been calculated as per the Common Provisions at 7% of 

direct project costs (not including land purchase).  

 

6.2 Accounting systems 

The RSPB uses the financial software package OPENAccounts to record Project expenditure and 

income.  Whenever staff request a purchase order to be raised, or enter their expenses, they 

have the option to enter the Project Code to assign the cost to the relevant project.  This Project 

was assigned the Project Code 2HH-G-LIFE.   

 

As mentioned in the MTR, unusually for a LIFE project, we have also included costs from two 

other project codes, which have been used as co-funding for this project, for specific periods of 

the LIFE project.  These are for the SkyDancer HLF-funded project that finished in October 2015, 

and the Hen Harrier survey costs that started in March 2016 and have now finished.  These are 

distinct pieces of work, separate, though related to, the LIFE project.  The SkyDancer project 

had a separate project code (810-G-SKYD) as it was funded by the UK Heritage Lottery Fund 

(HLF) and finished long before the end of the LIFE project.  The Hen Harrier survey has always 

used the same code (210-X-1626) and is used solely for the survey work, which is included in 

the LIFE project scope.  Reports are therefore collated for these additional two project codes for 

the relevant period and the Project Coordinator checks which costs (if not all) can be claimed 

under the LIFE project as co-funding.  

Monthly Management Reports are sent to the RSPB Project Manager and other Senior RSPB 

staff to allow for regular monitoring of Project spend.  Transaction Listings showing all costs 

that have been assigned to the Project Code during the previous month are also sent out 

monthly.  These listings are used as the basis of the entries in the Statement of Expenditure 

(SoE), which is updated by the RSPB Project Development and Support Unit (PDSU) regularly.   

Costs are approved based on the RSPB normal approval process. In all cases, approval is 

required before payment is either made or reimbursed to the payee: 

 

Level 10 – £500  all staff with OPENAccounts access with the appropriate licence 

Level 20 - £5,000 certain senior staff with OPENAccounts access with the 

appropriate licence 
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Level 30 – £35,000   Section Heads 

Level 40 – £100,000  Heads of Department 

Level 55 - £150,000  Deputy Directors 

Level 60 – £250,000   Directors 

Level 70 – £250,000+  Chief Executive 

6.3 Co-financing 

 

Further to our update in the MTR, as mentioned there were four main sources of co-financing to 

the Project, a) -d), which we have updated below and we have added a further e) as follows: 

 

a) RSPB general funding.  The RSPB continued to invest in the Project through core funds, 

particularly through continued and increased personnel input.   

 

b) Appeal funding.  An appeal for all our hen harrier work was started in July 2014.  

Including one-off donations, regular giving payments, Gift Aid, legacies and ‘presents that 

protect’ (a selection of gifts purchased from the RSPB that help fund hen harrier work) the 

income to date is around £651,212.  (Please note the amount shown on the appeal website 

includes all expected LIFE funding.) 

 

c) LUSH funding.  The company LUSH sold hen harrier-themed bath products etc that had 

previously raised around £22,000 towards the RSPB’s hen harrier satellite tagging work, both 

within and outside of the LIFE project.  By the end of the Project, we received   

£143,906 in total.  The majority of the funds received (£118,700) covered the purchase of satellite 

tags with the remainder (£25,206) contributing towards costs for contract taggers, tagging kits, 

Teflon and harnesses, travel to fit tags and data downloading. 

 

d) Individual satellite tagging donations.  Some individuals/trusts etc have provided 

money to be spent on satellite tags and the costs of downloading the data, both within and 

outside of the LIFE project.  This currently comes to around £35,944 and includes donations 

from the Sheffield RSPB Local Group, Lothian and Borders Raptor Study Group, Manx BirdLife, 

Peak District National Park, Ecotricity/ Green Britain Foundation, the Psalter Foundation and 

the University Of Central Lancashire. 

 

e)  Clyde Wind Farm (Scotland) Ltd – Hen Harrier Monitoring £36,750.  Scope of the work 

covered satellite tagging of juvenile hen harriers within the Clyde Wind Farm Extension Habitat 

Management Area, which included fitting of tags to juvenile hen harriers prior to fledging; 

monitoring of tag transmissions and management of data; in event of suspected or confirmed 

mortality of a tagged hen harrier, implementation of appropriate procedures, including liaison 

with appropriate authorities. 
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All of the above funding is voluntary and goes into the general RSPB bank account.  The appeal 

funds are not transferred to the LIFE project code and do not have a restricted period of use.  

The last two are restricted solely to the RSPB’s hen harrier work, though none specify the LIFE 

project or are restricted to the work scope of the LIFE project or the LIFE project period.   

 

6.4 Auditor's report/declaration 

As detailed in the MR, the Project audit was undertaken by George Hay Chartered Accountants.  

The auditor’s report (as per the format supplied) is provided under Annex 02: 

 

George Hay Chartered Accountants 

Brigham House 

High Street 

Biggleswade 

Bedfordshire, SG18 0LD 

Phone: +44 (1767) 315010 

Email: info@georgehay.co.uk 

Web: www.georgehay.co.uk 

 

George Hay Chartered Accountants is registered to carry on audit work by the Institute of 

Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (registration number 5354055). 

6.5 Responses to Specific Points Raised by the Commission 

The following letters from the Commission contained some points requiring our attention in 

this Final Report.  To ensure these points are covered without ambiguity, the relevant points are 

repeated below alongside our response: 

 

Letter dated 17th February 2017 –Ref. Ares (2017)878618 - 17/02/2017 

 

7. For verification purposes, you are kindly invited to provide supporting documents with 

the Final Report for the following persons: 

John McMahon, Blánaid Denman  

 

The documentation should contain the following: 

a) A detailed calculation of the annual personnel costs detailing the salary 

elements included in the annual gross salary and social/pension charges, 

b) For salary elements beyond the basic salary, justification of each element and 

the regulatory and/or contractual reference, 

c) Employment contract, 

d) Documentation for the annual gross salary in the form of salary slips, P60 or 

mailto:info@georgehay.co.uk
http://www.georgehay.co.uk/
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an extract from the pay roll register validated by a responsible person within 

your organisation, 

e) Copy of the timesheets or time registration records, including calculation and 

documentation for the annual productive hours. 

 

External Assistance 

8. For verification purposes, please provide the following invoices with the corresponding 

proofs of payment with the Final Report: 

Invoice no. 17-05-16, Northern Ireland Raptor Study Group, £7.000 

Invoice no. 01-04-16, Mick Green, £4.000 

 

Please refer to Annexes 04, 05 and 06 for further information.  Please note there is no P60 for 

John McMahon for 19/20 as he left the RSPB on 31/10/19. 

 

Letter dated 14th August 2018 - Ref. Ares (2018)4242168 - 14/08/2018 

 

8. Thank you for submitting a part of financial documents by e-mail of 11/07/2018. Please 

include a full set of documents (also payslips) with your final report submission. 

 

This refers to staff Payroll documentation for Tim Jones, Howard Jones and Cathleen Thomas as 

well as hire car information and the Scottish Raptor Study Group (SRSG) MoU.  Please note that 

there is no 17/18 P60 for Tim Jones as he left the RSPB in March 18 nor for Cathleen Thomas in 

19/20 as she left the RSPB in March 20.  Please refer to Annexes 07, 08, 09 and 10 for further 

information. 

 

6.6 Summary of Costs per Action 

An explanation of the work and activities under each Action is contained in the Technical part 

of the Report, with a summary of the expenditure against budget. 

Actio

n no. 

Short name of 

action 

Personne

l 

Travel & 

subsiste

nce 

External 

Assistan

ce 

DG – 

Equip 

Consumab

les 

Other 

costs 
TOTAL 

A1 

Communications 

plan 11,656.53   

                            

66.96 

 

- - - - 

11,723.50 

A2 

Attach sat tags 
82,463.17 

 

                       

8,449.68  

 

                   

18,897.69  

 

- 

             

186,976.65  

 

- 

296,787.19 

A3 

Field searches 

for nests / roosts 29,713.18  

                          

283.74  

 

                     

4,609.62  

 

- - - 

34,606.54 

C1 

Protect HH at 

nest sites 

184,345.5

1 

 

                     

15,608.59  

 

                     

16,001.65  

 

- 

                 

9,683.09  

 

     

13,723.7

5  

239,362.59 
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Actio

n no. 

Short name of 

action 

Personne

l 

Travel & 

subsiste

nce 

External 

Assistan

ce 

DG – 

Equip 

Consumab

les 

Other 

costs 
TOTAL 

 

C2 

Protect HH at 

winter roost sites 

41,937.61 
                       

5,615.09  

 

                     

10,233.51  

 
- 1,063.08 

     

12,802.2

1  

 

71,651.50 

C3 

Work with 

conservation 

agencies and 

police to act on 

info 

111,829.6

7                      

10,317.30  

 

- - 

                     

12.90  

 

- 

122,159.87 

C4 

Targeted habitat 

management 

15,886.52                             

71.51  

 

- - - - 

15,958.03 

C5 

Work with 

landowners – 

habitat 

management 

7,269.23 
                          

154.05  

 

- - - - 

7,423.28 

D1 

Monitor 

persecution 

incidents 

445,848.1

4 

                     

56,917.76  

                      

 

                     

9,165.23  

 
17,150.00 11,484.43 

     

13,194.2

1  

 

553,759.77 

D2 

Monitor HH 

breeding 

attempts 

76,471.90 
                       

9,071.18  

 

                     

10,551.92 

 
4,136.81 14,595.40 

     

12,802.2

1  

 

127,629.42 

D3 

Monitor winter 

roosts 

38,972.85 
                       

7,256.20  

 

                     

16,937.65  

 
4,804.09 34.25 

     

12,802.2

0  

 

80,807.24 

D4 

HH breeding 

survey 

81,352.35                      

16,428.38  

 

                   

47,880.90  

 

- 

                 

1,627.74  

 

         

379.49  

 

147,668.85 

D5 

Monitor public 

engagement 

18,313.91                             

72.16  

 

- - 

                     

38.87  

 

- 

18,424.94 

D6 

Socio-economic / 

ecosystem level 

impacts 

3,090.07 

- - - - - 

3,090.07 

E1 

Project website 6,001.07 

- 

                   

15,623.83  

 

- - - 

21,624.90 

E2 

Information 

boards 

436.19 

- 

                        

286.60  

 

- - - 

722.79 

E3 

Layman’s report 9,676.16                           

394.35  

 

                        

730.74  

 

- 

                     

0.98  

 

- 

10,802.23 

E4 
Outreach 

activities – 

34,727.70                        

5,098.76  

                        

986.77  
- 

                 

1,664.55  

           

12.82  

42,490.60 
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Actio

n no. 

Short name of 

action 

Personne

l 

Travel & 

subsiste

nce 

External 

Assistan

ce 

DG – 

Equip 

Consumab

les 

Other 

costs 
TOTAL 

schools     

E5 

Engage with 

shooting 

community 

52,804.48                        

6,303.47 

 

                     

1,920.08  

 

- 

                   

147.26  

 

           

18.80  

 

61,194.09 

E6 

Media work 85,459.10                        

3,643.68  

 

                     

2,918.74  

 

- 

                   

110.00  

 

- 

92,131.52 

F1 

Manage project 355,513.5

7 

                     

22,855.47  

 

                     

2,652.90  

 

- 
               

11,415.35 

       

5,186.82  

 

397,624.11 

F2 

Networking  38,856.84                        

3,786.58  

 

                        

414.25  

 

- - 

           

25.85  

 

43,083.51 

F3 Financial audit - - 5,000.00 - - - 5,000.00 

F4 

After-LIFE 

conservation 

plan 

- - 

- 

- - - - 

Overheads       168,400.86 

 TOTAL 1,732,625.

75 

172,394.8

9 

164,812.0

8 
26,090.90 238,854.54 

70,948.3

6 

2,574,127.3

9 
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7. Annexes 
 

New deliverables and mandatory reports are highlighted in bold text 

 

Technical 

 

Annex 1Reports from SRSG and NERF 

Annex 1a List of birds tagged during the project 

Annex 2 Bird Crime 2018 summary and Legal Eagle  

Annex 3 Hen Harrier Heroes (extract from layperson’s report) 

Annex 4 Hen Harriers confirmed dead 

Annex 5 Status of the Hen Harrier in the UK- results of the 2016 survey (previously submitted) 

Annex 6 Hen Harrier Community Consultation Report (previously submitted) 

Annex 7 Socio-economic and ecosystem services study  

Annex 8 Layperson’s Report 

Annex 9 Output Indicators table 

Annex 10 After LIFE Plan 

 

 

Financial 

 

Annex 01 

Annex 02 

Annex 03 

Annex 04 

Annex 05 

Annex 06 

Annex 07 

Annex 09 

Annex 10 
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Annex 1a – list of birds tagged during the Hen Harrier LIFE project 

 

Year 

tagged 
# Name Sex Outcome 

20
14

 

1 Sky F  

2 Hope F  

3 Burt M  

4 Highlander F TF 

5 Chance F   

20
15

 

1 Nile M U 

2 Unnamed M N 

3 Hetty F N 

4 Holly F  

5 Lad M IP 

6 Bryony F A 

20
16

 

1 Elwood M SNM 

2 Brian M  

3 Hermione F U 

4 Beater M  

5 Donald M U 

6 Bonny M SNM 

7 Carroll F IP 

8 Aalin F SNM 

9 Finn F  

10 Harriet F U 

11 DeeCee F SNM 

12 Wendy F A 

20
17

 

1 Grayse F N 

2 Feshie F U 

3 Breac M N 

4 Calluna F SNM 

5 Mannin M N 

6 Gwyntog F U 

7 Orcadia F N 

8 Wales 2 F U 

9 Kathy F IP 

10 Sirius M N 

11 Fearn F  

12 Manu M SNM 

13 Tony M SNM 

14 Enya F SNM 
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15 Vyrnwy (Wales3) M N 

16 Rubha M U 

17 Eric M N 

18 Marc M SNM 

19 Piper5 M U 

20 Saorsa F SNM 

21 Puck M U 

22 Magnus M N 

23 Mairie F TF 

24 Blue M SNM 

25 Becca F U 

26 Lia F IP 

27 Heather F SNM 

28 Faodail M U 

29 Rannoch F IP 

30 Skylar F SNM 

31 Silver F A 

20
18

 

1 
Jonee (Manx for grace, and female form of 

John) 
F  

2 Zephyr F U 

3 Ghost M  

4 Cromar M N 

5 Cadmar M U 

6 Libertas F U 

7 Neeps M U 

8 Hilma F SNM 

9 Bod M U 

10 Tattie F N 

11 Athena F SNM 

12 Rosemary F U 

13 Octavia F SNM 

14 Margot F  

15 Heulwen F SNM 

16 Stelmaria F  

17 Rún  F  

18 Thor M SNM 

19 Yangie F U 

20 Keen M N 

21 Nyx M N 

22 Hera F TF 

23 Loki M N 

24 Arthur M SNM 
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25 Doona (Manx for Dark Maiden) F U 

26 River F IP 

27 Cú F SNM 

28 Senga F U 

29 Storm M U 

30 Vulcan M SNM 

31 Bryn M N 

32 Marci F SNM 

33 Rain F SNM 

34 Luna F A 

35 Thoth M A 

36 Hoolie M SNM 

37 Marlin M SNM 

20
19

 

1 Xena the ring-tailed warrior F N 

2 Mistral F U 

3 Rhodri M U 

4 Marvel M N 

5 Breesha F U 

6 Erin F U 

7 Romario M SNM 

8 Bronwyn F IP 

9 Ada F SNM 

10 Orion M N 

11 Thistle F SNM 

12 Angharad F N 

13 Artemis F U 

14 Mary F IP 

15 Lucky F U 

16 Gryf M U 

17 Oscar M SNM 

18 Ingmar M N 

19 Tornado M SNM 

20 Electra F dead 

21 Apollo M A 

22 Dynamo M A 

23 Poseidon M A 

24 Tamara F A 

25 Bomber F A 

26 Fingal M A 

27 Cyan F A 

28 Maye F A 

29 (Bath)Sheba F A 
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30 Heath M A 

31 Marko M A 
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Annex 4: Hen Harriers confirmed dead 

 

Hen Harriers confirmed or considered to have been illegally killed to date (IP denotes a bird that has been confirmed to have been illegally 

persecuted through the findings of shot, poison or a trap on or in the bird during the post mortem, SNM denotes a satellite tag that has stopped 

transmitting with no evidence of a mechanical malfunction) 

 

Scotland England Wales 

Lad – 10/09/2015 (IP) Cairngorms National 

Park 

 

Elwood – 03/08/2016 (SNM) Inverness-shire 

 

Calluna – 12/08/2017 (SNM) Cairngorms 

National Park 

Kathy – 03/10/2017 (IP) Argyll 

Enya – 24/10/2017 (SNM) Cairngorms National 

Park 

 

Saorsa – 16/02/2018 (SNM) Cairngorms 

National Park 

Finn – 25/03/2018 (SNM) Dumfries and 

Galloway 

Athena – 16/08/2018 (SNM) Inverness-shire 

Margot – 29/08/2018 (SNM) Aberdeenshire 

Stelmaria – 03/09/2018 (SNM) Aberdeenshire 

Heather – 24/09/2018 (SNM) Perthshire 

Rannoch – 11/10/2018 (IP) Perthshire 

Cu – 15/12/2018 (SNM) Caithness 

 

DeeCee – 21/01/2019 (SNM) Angus 

Skylar – 07/02/2019 (SNM) South Lanarkshire 

Marci – 22/04/2019 (SNM) Cairngorms 

National Park 

 

 

Bonny – 14/12/2016 (SNM) Cumbria 

 

Carroll – 26/01/2017 (IP) 

Northumberland 

Manu – 18/10/2017 (SNM) 

Northumberland 

 

 

Marc – 07/02/2018 (SNM) Durham 

Blue – 31/03/2018 (SNM) Cumbria 

Hilma – 08/08/2018 (SNM) 

Northumberland 

Octavia – 26/08/18 (SNM) Peak 

District 

Thor – 03/10/2018 (SNM) Lancashire 

Arthur – 26/10/2018 (SNM) North 

Yorkshire 

River – 14/11/2018 (IP) North 

Yorkshire 

 

 

Vulcan – 16/01/2019 (SNM) Wiltshire 

Ada – 10/10/2019 (SNM) 

Northumberland 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lia – 18/04/2018 (IP) Powys 

Aalin – 09/02/2018 (SNM) 

Wrexham 

Heulwen – 29/08/2018 (SNM) 

Wrexham 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bronwyn – 26/09/2019 (IP) 

Wrexham 
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Rain – 26/04/2019 (SNM) Nairnshire 

Romario – 11/09/2019 (SNM) Moray 

Thistle – 12/10/2019 (SNM) Sutherland 

Oscar – 14/12/2019 (SNM) Dumfries and 

Galloway 

 

Hoolie – 05/04/2020 (SNM) Inverness-shire 

Marlin – 08/04/2020 (SNM) Aberdeenshire 

Silver – 27/05/2020 (SNM) South Lanarkshire 

Fingal – 19/05/2020 (SNM) Dumfries and 

Galloway 

 

 

 

 

Ireland Spain France 

Mary – 04/11/2019 (IP) Meath Tony – 22/10/2017 (SNM), Galicia Tornado – 14/01/2020 (SNM) 

Brittany 
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Annex 3 Hen Harrier Heroes 
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Annex 10– After LIFE Conservation Plan 

 

After LIFE: Hen harrier conservation 

 

Hen Harrier LIFE Project Achievements 

• Spoke about hen harriers in depth with over 13,000 people at talks and public events 

o 118 school visits and 15 college visits 

o 87 community talks and 34 community events 

• Issued 60 press releases, countless blogs and tweets to raise awareness 

• Recorded a 24% decline in the hen harrier population between 2004 and 2016 

• Monitored and protected over 100 nests and 150 roost sites 

• 117 hen harriers fitted with tags between 2015 and 2019 

o Birds travelled to Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, France, Spain and Portugal and 

widely across the UK and Isle of Man 

o 7 birds recovered and identified as victims of crime by independent veterinarian (5 shot, 1 

trapped, 1 poisoned) 

 

Finances 

Total income: £2,167,598 

Total expenditure: £2,078,390 

Total in kind contribution: £1,099,479   Overall cost of project £3,088,662 

RSPB contribution to project: £344,630 of staff time over 5.5 years (approx. £62,660 per year) 

Return on investment = 796% so for every £1 RSPB contributed, they received £8 of activity to protect 

hen harriers 
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Funds remaining for 2020 after LIFE activities: £89,207  

End of project situation 

Strengths 

What did we do well? What unique resources do 

we have? What do others see as our strengths? 

Weaknesses 

What could we improve? Where do we have fewer 

resources than others? What are others likely to see 

as weaknesses? 

• In some areas of the organisation, staff have a 

better understanding of the key issues affecting 

hen harriers on grouse moors and are adapting 

internal and external work plans to reflect this. 

• Staff motivation to continue to tackle illegal 

persecution is high. 

• Tagging programme and technical expertise in 

ConSci and Investigations 

• Face to face engagement with affected 

communities by the project team 

• Identifying scale and location of illegal 

persecution and using this to direct the efforts 

of our staff and partner agencies, including 

police and landowners 

• Lots of new staff who are new to discussing 

raptor persecution externally and 

uncomfortable with it 

• Our comms strategy is at risk of diverging 

between countries – we need a UK-wide 

evidence-based policy, which is strongly anti-

persecution 

• We have a lack of internal resource to continue 

tagging hen harriers after 2020 

• We have no staff resource to continue to deliver 

large scale community engagement on the 

ground in upland and rural areas. 

• Continuing effects of SE mean that we have 

new topic leads and delay in implementation of 

TIG means we can’t get decisions on future 

work plans and funding 

Opportunities 

What opportunities are open to you? What trends 

Threats 

What threats could harm you? What is your 
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could you take advantage of? How can you turn 

your strengths into opportunities? 

competition doing? What threats do your 

weaknesses expose you to? 

• Developed excellent working relationships with 

partners on the ground, now must capitalise on 

that to produce one key message that is zero 

tolerance to raptor persecution 

• Working with stakeholders such as RP PDG to 

encourage unified stance and coordinated 

communications 

• Lobbying Westminster to licence grouse moor 

management (as in Scotland) 

• Encouraging Scottish Government to get on 

with licencing of grouse moors in Scotland and 

supporting them in the delivery of it 

• Supporting ministers in Wales with raptor 

persecution programme 

• Publicising the results of the upcoming scientific 

publications on the LIFE project tagged birds 

and gaining a unified supportive statement 

from key stakeholders 

• Continuing to monitor tagged birds and 

publicising their outcomes 

• Appeal hearing on brood management due on 

17th March 2020 

• Others try to discredit tagging because 

they don’t like what we’re finding 

• Lack of joined-up policy and comms leaves 

us open to error and criticism from external 

organisations 

• Decline in hen harrier breeding population 

in England and Wales 

• No resource for future face to face 

engagement with the public in upland 

areas to garner new support for eradicating 

the systemic raptor persecution that is 

associated with grouse moor management 

• No resource for coordinated comms 

strategy 

• Continued brood management and 

southern reintroduction of hen harriers 

into England do not address the key factor 

behind the population decline and just 

detract attention and resources from 

tackling persecution 

• Lack of appetite at Westminster to support 

any initiative or group that seek to tackle 

persecution on grouse moors 

• Reduced opportunities for funding hen 

harrier work as we leave the European 

Union. 

 

 

After LIFE objectives 

 

1. Continue to tag new hen harriers and monitor existing tagged birds to continue to investigate the 

fates of UK-born birds 

o Funded by Welsh Government and Natural Resources Wales (NRW) in Wales from 2020 to 

2023 

o Funded by RSPB in England and Scotland for 2020 

o Joint working between RSPB Conservation Science and Investigations 

2. Continue to analyse tag engineering data and publicise its findings, and those of persecuted birds 

o Funded by RSPB 
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o Joint working between RSPB Conservation Science, Investigations and Communications 

teams 

 

Dissemination of results 
 

Project report given to key stakeholders, politicians, landowners, police, gamekeepers,  

We will continue to publicise illegally killed birds through press releases, tweets and blogs to a 

general audience, to ensure that both groups of people who are already aware of raptor persecution 

and the associated issues receive updates on cases, and that new people continue to become aware of 

the issues. 

The scientific papers will be published in peer-reviewed scientific journals, and again the results will 

be publicised through press releases. 
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Proposal for Hen Harrier funds after LIFE 

Current estimates suggest there will be c £89,207 remaining, specifically allocated for hen harrier work 

Budget holder Item 

Expenditure 

2020 2021 2022 Total 

Conservation 

Science 

FCR for 1 x 6 months full time ConSci staff to analyse tag data, investigating Hen 

Harrier post-fledging movements, natal dispersal and winter habitat use, and 

identifying the 'tip of the iceberg' scale of illegal persecution of Hen Harriers in 

the UK, and to what extent this influences population dynamics of the species £18,298 £0 £0 £18,298 

SMP New satellite tags for 2020: 5 tags at £3,000 each to include data downloads £15,000     £15,000 

SMP 

Tag data downloads for existing tags fitted to live birds (£750 per bird, per year) 

- final cost will depend on how long each bird lives, so this is a best guess based 

on previous experience - currently 19 birds still alive £14,250 £9,000 £3,750 £27,000 

     £60,298 

      

Global Species 

Recovery 

FCR for 0.5 FTE x 12 months Hen Harrier transition officer (to coordinate after 

LIFE activity, engage with stakeholders and the public) £12,500     £12,500 

Policy Face to face workshop on European Species Action Plan £4,000     £4,000 

Reserves 

ecology 

To do an audit of hen harrier nest and roost monitoring on our own reserves and 

when and how that's being fed back to the Upland NRG   £4,167   £4,167 

 Total    £20,667 

 Commitment from existing budgets    

 

Nest protection and monitoring in England (Jack A-B, James Bray, Steve 

Garnett) and Scotland (Will Hayward)    

 

Continued monitoring of existing tagged birds (Nigel, Andrew, Howard, Jack, 

Tom, Will, Robin/Jenni)    

 Continued PR around 'disappeared' tagged hen harriers    

Total proposed expenditure: £80,965 

Key funding gap is for satellite tagging from 2021 onwards in England and Scotland.  
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Summary of priority actions 

 

During the after LIFE period, there will be a reduction in the level of funding and staff time 

available to work directly on hen harriers, until such time as a new ‘hen harrier project’ can be 

developed. During this time, the project team have identified the following actions as a priority 

to continue, with other activities being picked up in the new project. 

Activity Timescale Responsible team Sources of finance 

Internal coordination 

of hen harrier 

activities across 

departments 

From April 2020 

onwards 

Global Species 

Recovery? 

Hen harrier LIFE 

funds 

Monitoring tagged 

hen harrier and 

following up 

outcomes 

From April 2020 

onwards 

Conservation Science 

and Investigations 

team 

Core RSPB funds, 

appeals 

Satellite tagging new 

hen harriers 

From April 2020 

onwards 

Investigations team Hen Harrier LIFE 

funds, Welsh 

government 

Issuing regular press 

releases about our 

hen harrier activities 

From April 2020 

onwards 

Communications 

team 

Core RSPB funds 

Advocacy with 

politicians to change 

legislation 

From April 2020 

onwards 

Policy and 

Parliamentary teams 

Core RSPB funds 

Further analyses of 

satellite tag data 

and/or population 

studies to better 

understand migration 

and interbreeding 

between birds from 

different countries 

From April 2020 

onwards 

Conservation Science 

team 

Hen Harrier LIFE 

funds 
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Attending public 

events 

From April 2020 

onwards 

? Hen Harrier LIFE 

funds 

2022 survey of hen 

harrier population 

From April 2020 

onwards 

Conservation Science Scottish Natural 

Heritage/Natural 

England? 

European Species 

Action Plan 

From April 2020 

onwards 

Policy Core funds, Hen 

Harrier LIFE funds 
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2020 Communication Team planning 

 

 

 



 

 


